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A bstract

The environment surrounding us is composed of aerosol particles, which can be ra

dioactive, allergic, or therapeutic in nature. Toxic particles when deposited on the 

respiratory trac t may lead to  the pathogenesis of lung disease. On the other hand, 

therapeutic aerosols are used for many respiratory diseases. Moreover, long term  

space travel and associated risk of inhaling hazardous nonterrestrial aerosol have 

made it significant to  study the im pact of gravity on particle deposition. Accurate 

deposition prediction is prerequisite for both  toxicity measurement and drug delivery. 

Lung deposition of aerosols may be a very sensitive tim e dependent phenomenon. So 

to  capture the true effect of time-dependency and to  predict the transient local depo

sition, functions based on instantaneous deposition rate  are required. An attractive 

alternative is to  develop a numerical scheme th a t gives a better agreement w ith ex

perim ents using the existing functions. In the present study two such schemes will be 

described and implemented in an Eulerian deposition model (TECHAero) to  predict 

some practical cases.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The air surrounding us is composed of aerosol particles having a variety of physical, 

chemical and biological properties. The troposphere contains approxim ately 102 to 

106 particles per milliliter w ithin the size range of 0.01 to 1.0 /xm. These particles 

may exist in the form of pure liquids or heterogeneous micro-crystals, and may be 

radioactive, allergic, or therapeutic in nature [55]. Airborne particles, which can 

cause health  hazard, have become a m ajor public concern in the recent years with the 

growth of industrialization and urbanization. Recent studies suggest th a t the airborne 

particulate m atter, a t concentration levels below present U.S. National Ambient Air 

Quality Standards and United Kingdom PM-10 workplace regulations, negatively 

affect hum an health and worker’s productivity [90].

Airborne particles, inhaled during normal respiration, deposit in the respiratory trac t 

when they come into contact w ith the airway surfaces. There are three main mecha

nisms th a t cause the deposition of inhaled particles in the respiratory tract: impaction 

(due to  change of air flow direction), sedim entation (due to  gravity), and diffusion 

(due to  Brownian motion) [25]. If the particle is toxic, then its deposition may lead to  

the pathogenesis of lung disease. Respiratory diseases having etiologies related to the 

deposition of airborne particles include: silicosis, asbestosis, coal workers pneumoco

niosis, bronchogenic carcinoma, allergic rhinitis, and influenza [90]. The deposited 

particles in the lung constitute the initial dose, and eventually, determine the possi-

1
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bility and severity of a toxic response.

Moreover, the renewed emphasis on hum an space exploration and the associated risk 

of long term  space travel has brought the issue of the im pact of gravity on aerosol in

halation to  the fore. As w ith terrestrial aerosols, lunar and M artian dusts are potential 

sources for health hazards if inhalation exceeds a safe level. Lunar dust is known to 

contain silica and is likely to  have similar hazardous characteristics as many harmful 

industrial aerosols. Furtherm ore, for the case of dust entrainm ent in near-zero gravity 

spacecraft environments the situation become even worse, since no sedim entation can 

occur and the potential for significant air-borne particle concentration is high. Also 

when inhaled, particles will penetrate deeper into the  sensitive gas exchange regions 

of the lung and may cause severe local damage, as well as, enter the blood causing 

systemic toxic reactions. Knowledge of the to ta l deposition characteristics of particles 

is, therefore, an im portant issue to  determine the accurate deposition predictions to 

implement risk m itigation strategies.

Characterization of particle deposition has clinical applications as well. Therapeutic 

aerosols are presently being used in the treatm ent of many respiratory diseases such 

as asthm a, cystic fibrosis and chronic obstructive pulm onary disorder. This method 

of drug delivery allows effective local concentrations to  be achieved w ithout creating 

high systemic levels th a t may cause deleterious side effects. Soluble drugs can also be 

delivered through inhalation, because the lung provides efficient access to  the blood 

stream. Because of its advantages, aerosolized drug delivery is an attractive option 

for regular system atic treatm ent, such as morphine as analgesic or for routine insulin 

delivery for diabetes. Accurate inhalation dosage prediction is also an im portant 

param eter in aerosolized drug delivery.

One approach to understanding the deposition of inhaled particles is the use of m ath

ematical models. In m athem atical modeling, a set of equations is formulated which 

represent the physical phenomenon by the use of the physical laws governing the flow. 

The resulting equations are then usually solved numerically for a given modeled lung

2
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geometry.

Lagrangian deposition models are frequently used for predicting deposition in the 

respiratory track [23, 79, 80]. In a Lagrangian model, an aerosol bolus is explicitly 

tracked as it travels through the lung. These models approxim ate the  inhalation and 

deposition from steady continuous flow (e.g. continuous nebulizers for drug delivery) 

well. But deposition may become a very sensitive tim e dependent phenomenon (e.g. 

from new Sm art Nebulizers [47, 74]), because deposition is highly sensitive to  the 

inhalation flow rate  and to  the aerosol concentration th a t varies during a breathing 

cycle. Existing Lagrangian models have difficulty in treating this issue. To meet the 

dem and of determining the most accurate deposition prediction, i.e. drug dosage, 

a model is needed which takes into account the tim e dependency in inhalation and 

particle deposition. The obvious choice is to  use an Eulerian deposition model, which 

can account for the effect of changes in flow rate  during inhalation.

From the perspective of inhaled pharm aceutical aerosol, an Eulerian model will allow 

the development of inhalers or nebulizers w ith individually optimized therapy, i.e. 

to  estim ate deposited dosage and concentration in the lung for individual patient 

based on breathing patterns. This could eventually lead to the development of sm art 

multiple breath  inhalers capable of delivering precise, individually adjusted dosages 

to  the lung[47].

In contrast to  the Lagrangian deposition models, the Eulerian deposition models 

use a fixed frame of reference. Most of the Eulerian models available [17, 20, 83] 

are designed prim arily for monodisperse non-hygroscopic particles. A more recent 

Eulerian model [46, 65], which can trea t hygroscopic effect of polydispersed particles, 

shows particle size dependency on deposition and no limiting trajectory. This is due 

to  the assum ption of homogeneous and well mixed aerosol a t any point, which is not 

rigorously true  throughout the entire respiratory tract.

Although designed for tim e dependent conditions, Eulerian deposition models cur

rently lack properly derived Eulerian deposition functions. All the existing Eulerian

3
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models use deposition functions, which are either empirical or derived from the La

grangian frame of reference. These functions are used to estim ate the probability of 

deposition over an entire generation of the respiratory tract, and are then  converted 

into deposition probability ra te  by dividing it by the generation residence time, the 

time required for a particle to  travel a single generation.

A proper Eulerian deposition model can also aid in predicting micro-gravity depo

sition, because of the inclusion of axial diffusion which is beyond the scope of the 

typical Lagrangian model. M icro-gravity causes significant change in lung geometry 

and breathing param eters [60, 64], and causes m ajor changes in transport mecha

nisms. These changes can result in substantial alteration in the amount and location 

of particle deposition in lung, and require proper investigation.

In this thesis, two approaches will be investigated to  convert the generation deposition 

probability for the Eulerian frame of reference valid for each cell in the discretized 

domain. The conversion schemes will be implemented into the  program TechAero [46]. 

The numerical solution will be compared w ith experimental results. Predicting aerosol 

behavior in the respiratory system is difficult due to  the complex geometry of the 

lung and of the associated airways. Moreover, there is considerable person to  person 

variation in the respiratory track geometry. All m athem atical models need proper 

m atch and consistency w ith experimental data. Most of the models used are validated 

using simplified lung and airway geometry due to the complexity associated with 

the modeling of such geometry. But recent development in imaging, designing, and 

machining make it feasible to  obtain the main barometric param eters and to  create 

more sophisticated model of respiratory airways. The Aerosol Research Laboratory 

of A lberta (ARLA) has very recent and accurate experimental da ta  for respiratory 

track deposition using the latest airway geometry.

At the same time, the effect of altered lung geometry and breathing conditions on 

deposition in weightlessness to  quantify its im pact will be investigated. The inves

tigation will be extended to  analyse w hether the lung geometry plays a m ajor role

4
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on estim ation of aerosol deposition in micro-gravity, or other physical phenomenon 

such as axial diffusion, non-reversibility of flow impose significant influence on it. 

TechAero will be used to  estim ate to ta l aerosol deposition in the absence of gravity, 

and the result will be compared w ith the recent microgravity experimental results by 

Darquenne et al. [12].

5
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Chapter 2

Literature R eview

2.1 Introduction

The main objective of this chapter is to  provide a brief overview of modeling of aerosol 

deposition in hum an respiratory tract. The general mechanisms of aerosol deposition 

and the factors influencing these are reviewed in the first two sections. Next, a 

discussion on deposition modeling techniques used for the complete respiratory trac t 

is presented. Finally, a summary of how these mechanisms and factors are influenced 

by microgravity is given.

2.2 D eposition  M echanism

Particle deposition in the lung is governed mainly by three mechanisms : inertial im

paction, sedim entation, and diffusion. The efficiency or probability of deposition by 

each mechanism depends upon ventilatory param eters, lung morphology and aerosol 

characteristics. Interception and electrostatic precipitation are two mechanisms th a t 

contribute less to  deposition, and for aqueous pharm aceutical aerosols their contribu

tion is even less signifcant, and can often be neglected [50].

6
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2.2.1 Inertial Im paction

Inertial im paction takes place when particles w ith relatively high mom entum deviate 

from curved pathways, such as a t the airway bifurcations, and im pact a t the airway 

surface. The probability of a particle being deposited by im paction is characterized by 

the Stokes number which is a ratio of particle stopping distance S  to  the characteristic 

dimension of the flow D :

where p  is the particle density, d is the particle diameter, U is the fluid velocity scale, 

Cc is the Cunningham slip factor, p  is fluid dynamic viscosity and D  is the tube 

diameter. A part from the Stokes number, im paction can also be influenced by the 

flow Reynolds number and geometric param eters such as the branching angle and 

the parent-to-daughter diam eter ratio (DR). In general, if the Stokes number is very 

small (Stk < <  1) particles can follow the flow’s streamlines. On the  other hand, 

particles w ith a Stokes number close to  or in the order of 1 are not able to  follow the 

fluid’s streamlines and will im pact onto the airway surface. Inertial impaction, based 

on the typical values found for therapeutic aerosols applications, is most im portant 

in the upper airways [25].

Impaction modeling w ith reasonable accuracy is not straightforward because particles 

are unable to  follow the curved streamlines when passing through the bifurcations. 

Modeling w ith a simple plug or Poiseuille flow is inadequate; instead, more complex 

flows m ust be considered. Stapleton and Finlay [78] cite numerous studies which 

have been carried out to  obtain an impaction deposition model w ith casts of airways 

(Schlesinger et al. [73]; Chan and Lippmann [8 ]; G urm an et al. [35]), or with models 

of bifurcations (Johnston et al. [42]; Kim et al. [43]), or by theoretical analysis of ge

om etry and flow conditions (Gawronski and Szewczyk [30]; Cai and Yu [7]; Balashazy 

et al. [1]). A sum m ary of the  resulting equations as a function of Stokes number in 

the parent airway and diam eter ratio, taken from [25], is presented in Table 2.1.

7
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Table 2.1: Various impaction functions available in the literature. DR  is the daughter 
to  parent airway diam eter ratio  (from Finlay [25])

Formula Source
Pi =  0, i f  Stk <  0.02, otherwise,
Pi =  -0 .0394  +  3.417(2 Stk D R 3 ) 116 

for £>72=0.8-1.0

Kim et al. [43]

Pi =  -0 .1299 +  1.5714(2 Stk D R a)°-62 
for £>71=0.64

Kim et al. [43]

Pi — a Stk
where a = f(/3, D R) and a =  1.53473 for Poiseuille 
flow and brancing angle of /? =  35°, DR  =  0.7853

Cai and Yu [7]

Pi =  6 S tk /( l  +  b Stk)
where b = 4  D R 3 sin (3
and b =  1.1111 for f3 =  35° , £>77 =  0.7853

Landahl [44]

Pi =  1 — !  arccos(/7 Stk) +  £ sin [2 arccos ((3 Stk)] 
Note : (3 — 0.568977 /or32.6° average branching 
angle

Yeh and Schum [92]

P =  1.606 Stk +  0.0023 Chan and Lippmann [8]
Pi =  1.3 (Stk -  0.001) Taulbee and Yu [83]
Pi =  6.4 S tk1'43 for generations 1-3 
Pi — 1.78 S tk1'25 for generations 4-5

Sm ith [75]

Pi =  0 if Stk <  0.1
Pi =  4 (Stk -  0.1) /  (Stk +  1)

Ferron et al. [23]

8
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2.2.2 Sed im entation

Sedim entation occurs when particles, traveling in the airflow, are deposited on-to the 

airway surface due to the force of gravity. Sedimentation can occur in all airways, 

except those th a t are vertical. The probability of deposition by sedim entation within 

a given section of the lung is a function of particle settling velocity, vs

pqCcd2

*• -  *T 8 T -  ( 2 ' 2 )

O ther im portant factors are the length of the airway, the airflow velocity, the diameter 

of the airway, and the angle of inclination of the airway w ith respect to  the  vertical 

axis. Settling velocity increases w ith increasing particle diameter, and airflow velocity 

affects the  deposition as it influences the  residence time. Considering the typical 

values of the above mentioned param eters, sedim entation plays a significant role deep 

into the lung.

In the literature, there are two sets of equations (presented in Table 2.2) used to 

estim ate the deposition probability by sedimentation. Beeckmans [2], Findeisen [24], 

Landahl [44] used a similar deposition function for sedimentation, which was further 

modified by Taulbee and Yu [83] for the alveolated airways, and then adopted by 

Darquenne and Paiva [11] . The last function was established by Fuchs [29] and 

Thomas [8 6 ] independently, and was further generalized by Pich [63] and Wang [89], 

and finally adopted by Taulbee et al. [84], Nixon and Egan [57], Finlay and Stapleton 

[26] and Lange and Finlay [46].

2.2.3 Diffusion

Diffusion results from a constant collision of particles with gas molecules. Diffusion is 

im portant only for particles smaller than  approxim ately 1 pm . However, it is included 

in most of the deposition models to  improve the deposition estim ates of particles in 

the range of 0.05 to  10 p m  (Stapleton and Finlay [78]).

9
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Table 2.2: Various sedimentation functions available in the literature.

Formula Source

Beeckmans [2]

^  =  (1 a) < 1 — exp o /  N ( z ) v j s
V ™  Q

jV fcg 

L

+ Darquenne and Paiva [11]

Ps =  f  [26^(1 -  e2/3) -  e1/ V ( l  -  e2/3)+
arcsin e1/3]

Pich [63]

o: =  Fraction of alveolated surface of airway
p = Particle density
p  =  Air viscosity
r  =  Particle residence tim e
g =  G ravitational acceleration
I =  Airway length
d, =  Particle diam eter
N ig =  Number of alveoli contained in one generation
N (z) =  Number of airways in generation z
vs =  Settling velocity
s =  Total airway cross section
e =  =  Sedim entation param eter
D  =  Airway diam eter =  2R
U =  Mean flow velocity in the airway

10
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Existing equations used in the literature (Gormley and Kennedy [32], Beeckmans 

[2], Ingham  [41]) to  estim ate deposition efficiency by diffusion are derived by solv

ing the  Navier-Stokes equations w ith the  standard  convection-diffusion equation for 

aerosol particles (Fuchs [29]) under the assumption of Poiseuille flow. These diffusion 

probability functions are w ritten in term s of a diffusion param eter, h,

h =  § 7 -  (2-3)

Flow in the alveolar region is much different from Poiseuille flow, and neither of 

the previously cited functions fully represent th e  alveolar deposition. Because of this 

reason, various researchers (cf. Finlay [25]) have proposed alternative diffusion models 

based on a non-Poiseuille flow velocity field using geometries which resemble more 

closely the alveolated airways.

2.3 Extrathoracic D eposition

The extrathoracic region includes nasal passages, oral cavity, pharynx, larynx and 

upper part of the trachea [76, 87] (see figure 2.1). The geometry within this region 

is not only complex, bu t varies also w ith time, and varies from person-to-person. 

The fluid flow in this region is normally turbulent [25]. For these reasons, deposition 

modeling in this region has proceeded mainly in the form of empirical formulas based 

on experimental data.

DeHaan [14] has summarized extra-thoracic deposition modeling up to  2002. Ac

cording to  his summary, the equations used to  predict deposition probability in the 

nasal passage are based on experimental d a ta  proposed by Cheng et al. [10], Mar- 

tonen and Zhang [52], Stahlhofen et al. [77], Swift et al. [82], Yu et al. [95] and 

Sarangapani and Wexler [69]. The oral route of drug delivery causes less aerosol de

position than  the  nasal route (Lippmann [50], Stahlhofen et al. [77], Yu et al. [95]). 

A number of experiments have been carried out to  develop m outh deposition models 

[4, 8 , 28, 49, 50, 75], and based on these results, numerous empirical fits have been

11
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of hum an extrathoracic region.

proposed [8 , 28, 50, 51, 54, 6 8 , 77, 93, 95]. Most of these models predict deposition 

as a function of an inertial param eter where, dae is the aerodynamic diam eter

and Q  is fow rate). In a recent study, DeHaan and Finlay [15] have proposed a new 

model to predict m outh-throat deposition as a function of the Stokes number, taking 

into account the effect of different geometries and inlet diam eter conditions. Grgic 

et al. [33] have further modified the analysis and proposed a single equation to  predict 

extrathoracic deposition as a function of both  Stokes and Reynolds number,

100
77 =  100 (2.4)

l l^ S tk ^ R e 0707 + 1

where a mean equivalent diam eter D mean =  2 (V  is m outh-throat volume, and L

is centerline length) and mean velocity Umean =  —̂ — (Q  inhalation flow rate) are
" R D m e a n

used to  calculate Stokes and Reynolds numbers.

12
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2.4 Factors Affecting D eposition

Aerosol particles, when inhaled, deposit on the surface of the respiratory trac t through 

various mechanisms. The deposition site and the amount deposited depend upon the 

interaction between the particles and their environment. Factors affecting this process 

can be physical, mechanical, anatomical, and physiological.

Particle size is the prim ary factor affecting deposition for spherical particles. O ther 

particle properties, such as shape and density, also affect deposition. For particles 

th a t are not spherical, an aerodynamic diam eter is often used to  characterize the 

particle size for deposition estimation. Hygroscopicity and electric charge are also 

im portant considerations in deposition modeling.

Anatom ical features of the lung (airway dimension, branching pa tte rn  along the res

piratory trac t) influence particle deposition. There is considerable intersubject vari

ability in the lung geometry and it is preferable to  consider an idealized lung geometry 

for simulation. Weibel [91] pioneered the first comprehensive morphological study of 

the hum an lung. In this model, the lung is represented as a network of cylindrical 

tubes which branch in a regular dichotomous fashion. Since then modifications to 

the original lung model have been proposed [27, 37, 38, 58, 92, 94] which include 

altering the length and diam eter of different generations and introduce more realistic 

asym m etry into the bifurcations.

Particle deposition in the respiratory trac t also depends strongly upon breathing 

param eters, which include tidal volume and breathing frequency. These param eters 

determine the duration of residence tim e and the depth of penetration of particles in 

the lung.

13
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2.5 D eposition  M odeling

A m athem atical model describing aerosol deposition in the respiratory trac t consists 

of a set of equations which contain a sufficient am ount of physical information to  sim

ulate the dynamics of aerosol deposition along with information on the lung geometry. 

A proper m athem atical model must be able to  m atch experimental results, and be 

able to  provide inform ation on the aspects of respiratory trac t deposition which are 

inaccessible to  direct measurement. There are a number of deposition models avail

able in the  literature and they can be categorized into three m ajor classes: empirical 

models (Davies [13], Rudolf et al. [67], Rudolf et al. [6 8 ], Yu et al. [96]), Lagrangian 

dynamic models and Eulerian deposition models. In the following subsections, dis

cussion will be limited to  the last two categories, which are based on the dynamics of 

fluid flow and particle motion.

2.5.1 Lagrangian Dynamic Model

In the Lagrangian model, the respiratory trac t is viewed as a series of segments (lung 

generations) th a t work as filters. W hen air passes through the  airways, some of the 

particles are deposited in each segment, and the rest are passed to the next segment. 

The am ount deposited in each lung generation is estim ated based on the deposition 

probability functions derived on the basis of physics of particle transport through an 

idealized lung model.

Findeisen [24] was a pioneer in the modeling of aerosol deposition, who studied NaCl 

aerosol deposition in animal lungs, correlated aerosol deposition in the lungs with 

the physical laws th a t govern aerosol dynamics in the atmosphere, and developed 

the first particle deposition model for the hum an respiratory trac t. There have been 

many refinements to  Findeisen’s general model, bu t it still forms the basis for any 

Lagrangian dynamic model.

Findeisen’s simplified lung model has eight generations of symmetrically branching
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cylindrical tubes, w ith each tube of the final generation term inated by two spherical 

alveoli. Landahl [44] extended Findeisen’s lung model to  twelve generation, and 

included m outh and pharynx in the model. He [44] derived new expressions for 

deposition probabilities, and proposed a new formula for adding these probabilities. 

He was the first researcher to  consider deposition during breath  hold. Beeckmans 

[2 ] included the concept of mechanical mixing and dispersion in the flowing aerosol 

stream , and used the  airway morphometric model of Weibel [91]. G errity et al. [31] 

were the  first group to  address the issue of regional aerosol deposition, distinguishing 

the thracheobronchial and alveolar regions of the lung.

All models previously mentioned consider stable particles inside the respiratory tract. 

If the particles are hygroscopic in nature, then the growth of such aerosol particles 

plays a significant role in the fate of the inhaled particles, i.e. in the deposited 

amount. Growth of hygroscopic aerosol has been studied theoretically by Langmuir 

[48], Mason [53], Ferron [22], Wagner [8 8 ]. Persons et al. [61], Ferron et al. [23] 

and Stapleton et al. [80] included the effect of hygroscopicity in their Lagrangian 

deposition models, where they only consider the effect of surrounding continuous 

phase on the the particle phase (one-way coupling). Persons et al. [61] followed a 

slightly different approach. The model started  w ith an Eulerian formulation w ith 

logarithmic particle diam eter distribution as an independent variable. But the model 

calculated the to ta l generational deposition at the end of each generation in the 

respiratory tract. Finlay and Stapleton [26] were the first to  extend their Lagrangian 

model to  include the effect of two-way hygroscopic couplings.

The development of in vivo imaging techniques and a better understanding of the 

in vivo aerosol d a ta  have made recent improvement in aerosol deposition modeling 

possible. However, these Lagrangian models suffer from a number of limitations. 

They cannot simulate axial dispersion in aerosol bolus due to  the use of only one 

spatial dimension and the assumed fluid dynamics, and it is difficult to  trea t a time- 

dependent flow rate  and aerosol concentration [25]. An Eulerian deposition model 

can be an appropriate solution to  these difficulties.
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2.5.2 Eulerian Dynamic Model

In the Eulerian dynamic model, a fixed frame of reference is used instead of tracking 

an aerosol bolus. In the existing Eulerian models, the whole respiratory trac t is 

treated as one-dimensional. The airway tree is approxim ated by a one-dimensional, 

variable cross-section channel. The cross-sectional area of all airways at a given 

distance from the m outh is the same as the to ta l cross-sectional area of all airway 

units in th a t corresponding lung generation. An Eulerian dynamic model is based 

prim arily on the concept of solving a convection-diffusion equation with a simplified 

lung geometry.

Taulbee and Yu [83] developed the first Eulerian model to  predict the to ta l and re

gional aerosol deposition in the hum an respiratory trac t for any breathing condition. 

By considering the mass balance of particles in a channel of finite length, they de

veloped the following convection-diffusion equation for particle concentration w ith a 

loss term  to describe particle deposition,

3c 3c 3  3c
^ m + Q Tx - a C D ^ - L  <2-5>

where, c is the area averaged particle concentration, A  is the to ta l airway cross- 

sectional area, v is the alveolar volume per unit length of the airway, L  is the de

position per unit length per unit tim e (deposition rate) due to  the combined action 

of impaction, sedim entation and diffusion, and D  is the apparent diffusion or axial 

diffusion coefficient.

Diffusion in the airways can arise from a number of mechanisms. Brownian diffusion is 

due to  intrinsic particle motion. The combined action of radial diffusion and velocity 

gradient in the radial direction can cause Taylor diffusion, provided th a t laminar flow 

exists in the  airways. Turbulent diffusion may occur in the upper airways, especially 

in the trachea. As mentioned by the authors (Taulbee and Yu [83]), there might 

exist a velocity distribution in the airways a t a single generation, because standard 

deviation exists in the airway length and diam eter distribution (between 0.5 and
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0.8). They consider this as the prim ary process for pulm onary air mixing. The 

geometric model proposed by Scherer et al. [71] was used. The beathing process was 

simulated as the movement of particles suspended in air into and out of the variable 

cross-sectional channel as the alveolar volume expands and contracts uniformly. The 

inlet particle concentration was defined a t the m outh during inhalation, and during 

exhalation only convection is specified in the trachea as boundary condition. Taulbee 

et al. [84] proposed a number of modifications to  the original model, one of which 

was the replacement of the deposition functions. They also improved the apparent 

diffusion by including mechanical mixing due to  turbulence and disturbance in the 

upper airways, and alveolar mixing.

Darquenne and Paiva [11] used a similar model for the prediction of deposition. The 

form of the final transport equation is slightly different w ith the tem poral and axial 

dimensions being used as independent variables, whereas in the previous model time 

and the  generation number were considered as independent quantities. Another m ajor 

difference was the factor used in the apparent diffusion term . A pparent or axial 

diffusion coefficient has the following general form,

D a = ju d  (2.6)

where 7  is a constant factor, u  is mean flow velocity and d is the particle diameter. 

Taulbee et al. [84] used a value of 1.08 for inhalation and 0.37 for exhalation, while a 

value of 0.167, for both  inhalation and exhalation, was used by Darquenne and Paiva

[Hl-

In the 1980’s, Nixon and Egan [57] proposed another aerosol deposition model which 

was an extension of the gas transport model previously developed by Pack et al. [59] 

and Scherer et al. [71]. Pack et al. [59] proposed a gas transport model assuming 

th a t th e  lung branching structure was symmetric, the  airways were compliant, and 

an instantaneous mixing of gases occured in alveolar duct and alveoli. In the model 

(Pack et al. [59]), a transfer term  was used to  characterize the gas exchange between 

alveolar gas and blood. Egan and Nixon [20] then extended this model to predict
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aerosol transport in the hum an respiratory tract. The resulting model was similar 

in structure to  th a t developed by Taulbee and Yu [83], however, the  effective axial 

diffusion was trea ted  in a completely different manner. Here, they incorporated the 

experimental findings of Scherer et al. [72], who suggested th a t the axial diffusion 

coefficient is different for inhalation and exhalation. They also suggested th a t the 

enhanced mixing (due to  convection) is not dependent of molecular diffusivity, but 

depends only on fluid dynamic effects.

Later the 1990’s, Edwards [18] reported a different way to model aerosol deposition 

based on the m acro-transport theory (Brenner [6 ]). In any convective flow and disper

sion of solute dissolved in a solvent in circular tube where the flow can be characterized 

by Poiseuille flow, the flow is governed by a convection-diffusion equation involving 

radial, azim uthal and axial transport. Taylor [85] introduced a new way of describing 

such a system by the mean, axial transport of solute down the tube. This theory was 

recently named “the m acro-transport processes” . In the proposed model, after an 

aerosol tracer is introduced in the system, the scalar probability density can be deter

mined in order to  locate the representative aerosol tracer by solving the micro-scale 

conservation equation for conditional probability density. Then the mean conditional 

probability density is calculated. B ut according to  the m acro-transport theory, the 

mean probability density itself obeys a conservation equation, which includes mean 

phenomenological coefficients. The m acro-transport equation has a unique solution 

along w ith its initial and boundary conditions (Chandrasekhar [9]), which form the 

basis of predicting aerosol concentration as a function of time.

Edwards [18] used the exponential deposition functions used by Gerrity et al. [31], 

and added them  to obtain the overall deposition rate  coefficient after converting them  

into a deposition probability rate  using the following relations,

Pm =  1 — exp { —K rmtm} , for sedim entation and diffusion (2.7)

Pm ~  K rmtm, for im paction (2.8)

where, K rm is the deposition rate  coefficient, tm is the generation residence time, and
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Pm represents the individual deposition probability. The author estim ated the axial 

dispersion coefficient taking into account th a t near the peripheries of the airways 

deposition of particles causes a reduction in axial dispersion.

In these models, the deposition rate  is calculated by estim ating the particles deposit

ing per unit tim e throughout a lung generation, and then dividing it by the length 

of the generation. The main advantage of Eulerian deposition models is treatem ent 

of the unsteady deposition. To capture the true effect of the breathing pa tte rn  and 

to  predict the transient local deposition, deposition functions based on instantaneous 

deposition rate  are required. But, a t present, no such deposition function is avail

able. Existing Eulerian models use deposition functions which are either empirical or 

derived under steady sta te  conditions.

Development of such analytical expressions involve complex m athem atics and require 

sophisticated experimental facilities for the development of empirical correlations, 

both  of which are tim e consuming. An attractive alternative is to  develop a numerical 

technique to convert the generational deposition probabilities into an Eulerian frame 

of reference valid for each control volume within the domain.

Roth [65] and Roth et al. [6 6 ] adopted such a technique into the tru ly  Eulerian de

position model, TechAero, developed by Lange and Finlay [46]. The model predicts 

particle deposition probabilities by taking into account the two-way coupled heat and 

mass transfer between the carrier gas phase and the particle (or droplet) phase. The 

droplet phase is characterized by three coordinates: the distance from the beginning 

of the mouthpiece, the particle radius and mass of solute in the droplet. TechAero 

possesses an additional advantage over the existing Eulerian models, which are mainly 

developed for monodispersed particles and trea t droplet phase as an additional contin

uous phase. A lthough modification can be made to  deal w ith polydisperse particles, 

these traditional models cannot differentiate particles of the same size w ith varying 

solute concentration. This new model is discussed in detail in the following chapter.
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2.6 M icrogravity, Respiratory System  and D epo
sition

Of the three mechanisms responsible for aerosol deposition in hum an respiratory 

trac t, only sedim entation is dependent on gravity. In a closed, near-zero gravity 

environment (e.g. in a spacecraft), no sedim entation occurs and airborne particle 

concentration remains high. New plans for long term  human space exploration, and 

potential exposure to  hazardous lunar and M artian aerosols, make the study of the 

effect of gravity on aerosol lung deposition of considerable interest. Gravity also plays 

a very im portant role on the function of the hum an lung. An exposure to  micrograv

ity brings an imbalance to  the physiological equilibrium, some effects of which are 

instantaneous while others occur over a period of time. Researchers have studied 

the influence of gravity on the hum an lung in numerous studies. Parabolic flight 

and spaceflight are the two practical means of achieving microgravity appropriate for 

human experimentation.

Before going into microgravity lung deposition, one should examine how the respira

tory  physiology is affected by microgravity. The respiratory system is very susceptible 

to  microgravity. Alveoli a t the base of the lung are relatively compressed compared 

with the apical ones, since the lung gets distorted under its own weight. Poorly ex

panded alveoli being more compliant, there is a ventilation gradient from bottom  to  

the top in the lung. Weightlessness tends to  alter this gradient and this change in 

the ventilation distribution is expected to  influence the distribution and amount of 

particle deposition in the lung.
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2.6.1 Effect on Respiratory System

2.6.1.1 Lung Volume:

Functional Residual Capacity (FRC) is defined as the airspace volume during tidal 

breathing a t the beginning of inhalation. Short exposure of microgravity in parabolic 

flight results in a reduction of about 400 ml (Paiva et al. [60]). This is in agreement 

with the measurement from Spacelab SLS-1, where a 15% reduction in FRC was 

recorded (Elliott et al. [21]). Vital capacity (VC),the exhaled am ount after maximum 

inhalation, is recorded to  go down by 8 % during parabolic flight (Paiva et al. [60]) and 

by 10% during sustained microgravity in spacelab study (Sawin et al. [70]). Residual 

volume (RV), the volume of airspaces when lung is minimally inflated, is reduced by 

an amount of about 310 ml (18%) in microgravity (Elliott et al. [21]). Total lung 

capacity (TLC), defined as the maximum am ount a person can inhale, is reported 

to  be reduced by 18% which is mainly due to  the  reduction in RV (Elliott et al. 

[21]). Finally, the tidal volume is approximately 15% less in microgravity than  th a t 

in normal gravity (Elliott et al. [21]).

2.6.1.2 C hest Wall Configuration:

In microgravity, an inward displacement of the abdominal wall elevates the diaphragm  

and results in a reduction in lung volume w ithout any associated change in the rib 

cage. Edyvean et al. [19] noted an increase in the abdominal contribution to  the tidal 

volume from 33% in normal gravity to  51% in microgravity.

2.6.1.3 V entilation and Perfusion:

A non-uniform distribution of ventilation-perfusion exists in the lung under normal 

gravity. A near zero gravity environment makes the distribution uniform since the 

lung distorts w ithout its own weight. A part from gravity, the incomplete diffusion 

equilibration along the acinus and the convection-diffusion interaction brings inhomo-
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geneities into small regions of the lung. Differing lung compliance, airway resistance, 

chest wall and diaphragm  have a greater influence on ventilation distribution (Guy 

et al. [36]). Guy et al. [36] and Prisk et al. [64], in their recent experiments, found th a t 

a small am ount of ventilation and perfusion inhomogeneity still persists in prolonged 

microgravity.

2.6.2 Microgravity Lung Deposition

Hoffman and Billingham [40] did the first experimental study to  obtain deposition 

of 2 fj,m particle in various gravity levels. Twenty years later Darquenne et al. [12] 

performed a similar study to measure intrapulm onary deposition of 0.5, 1, 2 and 3 

fj,m particles during the parabolic flights using NASA Microgravity Research Aircraft. 

A lthough microgravity da ta  has only recently become available, numerous theoretical 

studies have been performed in the past to  quantify microgravity lung deposition. 

Back in the 1960s, Muir [56] theoretically examined the influence of gravity on aerosol 

deposition. Beeckmans [3] used his deposition model (Beeckmans [2]), developed using 

normal gravity data, to  predict deposition w ith microgravity. Recently Darquenne 

et al. [1 2 ] used their numerical model, also developed for norm al gravity, to  predict 

micro- and hyper- gravity deposition.

Although predicting microgravity deposition, neither of these models adopted any 

change in lung geometry or breathing param eters th a t are so obvious from the previ

ous experimental studies. So, it is a m atter of great interest to  examine these effects 

on microgravity deposition. Axial diffusion can also play a significant role in micro

gravity, since in the absence of settling effect, more particles are likely to be carried 

deeper into the lung.
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2.7 Summary

Deposition of aerosol in the human respiratory trac t is mainly due to  impaction, 

sedim entation and diffusion, and is influenced by physical properties of the particle, 

the lung geometry and the breathing param eters. An appropriate deposition model 

should address all the above mentioned mechanisms and param eters. W hen consid

ering an Eulerian version of the model, a properly derived deposition function is a 

precondition along w ith these factors. In a situation when such an Eulerian equa

tion is not available, one should adopt a proper conversion technique. In this thesis, 

two Lagrangian-to-Eulerian conversion schemes will be introduced and applied into 

TechAero. Issues of effect of change of lung geometry on to ta l deposition will be 

addressed. Finally, this model will be used to  predict microgravity deposition and 

what factors, other than  lung geometry, can significantly influence aerosol deposition 

in microgravity will be discussed.
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Chapter 3 

Theory and M odel

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the theory behind the lung deposition code TECHAero will be dis

cussed in brief, followed by the introduction of two Lagrangian-to-Eulerian conversion 

techniques, one based on generation residence tim e and the other on control volume 

residence time.

3.2 D escription of the M odel

Pharm aceutical aerosols are usually a m ixture of two components, a non-volatile drug 

(solute) and water or a volatile solvent. To simulate deposition of such aerosols it 

is necessary to  consider simultaneous heat and mass transport between the solute 

and the solvent. Information about the solute concentration in the particle is impor

tan t for a couple of reasons. Although mass transport between the particle and the 

surrounding involves only the solvent, the am ount of solute deposition is the main 

objective. Mass transport, on the other hand, can be strongly influenced by the solute 

concentration. Moreover, diffusion can lead to  the occurrence of particles w ith dif

ferent size and solute concentration originating from the same particle class a t inlet.
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An appropriate Eulerian deposition model m ust have the capability to  resolve these 

issues. The model presented in this thesis is an a ttem pt to  include these issues.

3.2.1 New Dimensions

This new m ethod introduces two new dimensions in addition to  the regular spatial 

dimensions. To track the solute concentration in the particle, the am ount of solid, 

represented by m i is introduced as a new independent variable, m i represents the 

mass of drug in a single particle, and there is no transport of particle in m i axis, which 

means agglomeration or break-up of particles is neglected. Particle size, represented 

by its radius R , is the 2nd new dimension. Because no evaporation of the drug (solute) 

occurs, the minimum radius value is no longer 0 , but

where wi is the mass of solvent.

W ith the introduction of these two new independent variables, a hyper-space w ith five 

dimensions is defined. Any position in a cylindrical domain fl* of this new hyper-space 

is represented by the following vector,

"mm (3.1)

which means,

(3.2)

Mass of solvent in a single droplet is a derived quantity, and it is not to  be directly 

conserved. Mass of solute and solvent are calculated as follows,

■kR 3 * (solute concentration)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)
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In the same way, velocity is defined as,

y* =  (U ,V ,W ,R ,m  i) (3.7)

Here, R  is the rate  of size change, analogous to  a velocity, which drives the particles 

in a m anner similar to  convection up or down the R  axis, and rhi is the rate  of change 

of mass of a given particle. The m aterial derivative for a generic quantity  is expressed 

as,
D(f> _ d ( f >  d(f> d<f> W d<\> -d<f> d<f> . .
m - m +Udi + Vfr+Tw + Hm*’mi6^1 ( 3 ' 8 )

3.2.2 Governing Equations

The problem of deposition of hygroscopic or volatile aerosol in confined flow field 

(e.g. hum an lung) is a highly tim e dependent phenomenon, and a system of coupled 

differential equations m ust be solved to  obtain its solution (deposition in this case). 

For pharm aceutical aerosols (between 1 and 10 /im in diameter) the mass fraction is 

generally smaller th a t 10“ 6. In such a condition, particles have very little influence 

on the flow field of the continuous phase, and it is a reasonable assumption to  neglect 

mom entum exchange between particles and carrier gas. Assuming the  flow velocity is 

known, the problem reduces to  the solution of four balance equations: number con

centration and therm al energy for the particle phase and concentration of evaporated 

solvent and therm al energy for the continuous phase.

The balance equations for particle and continuous phase are,

/Jn*

Dn* d  f  dn*
D t d Xi \  j  i j dXj

+  nJde dv =  0 (3.9)

/J n*

DH*
D t

d_

d Xi
n*s dH*
D‘ 5i‘ W ,

+ Qev, co, de dv  =  0 (3.10)

/, [ g P - ------—  ( D* Sjj 9Cinftl  ) +  W*
[ D t dX i \  ^  13 d X j 1

dv — 0 (3.11)
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where, n* is the particle number concentration, H* and are enthalpy of particle 

and air/vapor m ixture respectively, C*, vapor concentration of volatile species, is 

the tem perature of the air/vapor m ixture, D* is particle diffusivity and Dj is the 

molecular diffusivity of volatile species. The quantity  h*de represents the deposition 

rate  and Q*evt de is the combined heat loss by evaporation, conduction and depo

sition. W*v w is equivalent to  the combination of to ta l evaporative mass from the 

particles in the control volume and any contribution from the walls a t the boundary 

of the domain. co ev w, in a similar manner, corresponds to  the heat transferred 

to all droplets in the control volume by conduction and evaporation plus the heat 

exchanged w ith the boundary walls.

In the conservation equations of the continuous phase ( Eq. 3.11 and 3.12), the 

balance is carried out on a control volume of the regular space T*, where space is 

defined by the following vector

X* = (x ,r ,6 )  (3.13)

In  these two equations ( Eq. 3.11 and 3.12), the source term s carry the contributions 

of all particle sizes and mass of solute.

3.2.3 Cross-Sectional Averaging and Simplifications

In most of the  existing deposition models [11, 18, 57, 83], respiratory trac t is treated 

as a one dimensional sequence of air ducts w ith either constant or tim e dependent 

cross-sectional area. All the quantities are averaged over the  cross-section. This 

simplification aids in reducing the dimensions of the problem. For this proposed 

model, the area averaging results in significant reduction in com putational effort by 

reducing two dimensions.

Cross-sectional averaging of any dependent variable <f>* can be performed over the
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cross-sectional area A(x),  and by doing so the surface integral is substitu ted  by simple

product of the area times the averaged variable <j),

4> =  <£* =  —r [  <j>*dA or [  4>*dA =  <pA (3-14)
A  J a  J a

And the  resulting domains after averaging are as follows,

X ~ ( x , R , m i )  defined in (3.15)

X  =  (x ) defined in T (3.16)

In this study, the particles are considered as non-hygroscopic and stable after being 

discharged into the respiratory tract. As a consequence, no mass transfer will occur 

between the particle and continuous phase. Because of this, only the conservation 

equation of particle number concentration needs to  be considered.

Further simplifications can be made if it is assumed th a t the particles consist of pure 

solute, which results in rri\ — constant and w \ — 0. Moreover, according to  Delhaye 

[16] even if A  =  A(t, X ) ,  we can write

L T s~ w d A T = i  L n ' i A r  ( 3 - i 7 )

as long as there is no flux through the duct walls. Incorporating all these simplifica

tions and applying the Divergence Theorem the balance equation for particle number 

concentration takes the following form (detailed derivation provided in Appendix A),

J  + J  (A U n  -  A D x^ J  .nxdSx +

J  (^ARnj .nndSji +  J  AhdeSl =  0  (3.18)

To solve the discretized system of equations for the particle number concentration 

in the grid cell for each tim e interval, strongly implicit m ethod proposed by Stone 

[81] was used. The removal of particles by deposition is dealt w ith the source term  

Ahde. The m ain objective of the model is to  predict the  am ount of drug deposited in 

different locations of the lung (extrathoracic, tracheo-bronchial, and alveolar), which 

is obtained by integrating the source term  over tim e and airway length.
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3.2.4 Total Particle D eposition

Prim ary deposition mechanisms and the factors affecting those are explained in Chap

ter 2. How these processes are adopted numerically, how they are being converted to 

the Eulerian viewpoint, and how they are being combined is described in the following 

sections.

For completeness, functions used in this model to  calculate deposition probability are 

listed below (Table 3.1),

Table 3.1: Deposition functions used in TechAero.

Formula Mechanism

Pet -  100 n .5Stki yi;!Re0-7O7-i-i Extrathoracic deposition
Pi =  1.606 Stk +  0.0023 Impaction

Ps = 'H2ey/( l  -  e2/3) -  ex/3 ^ /( l _  e2/3)+  
arcsine1/3]

Sedim entation

PD = 1 -  0.819e-l4-63/l -  0.097e~89-22h— 
0.0325e-2 m  -  0.0509e-125-9/l2/3, for h < 0.05 

PD = 6 A 1 0 3 -  4.8/i -  1.12/r4/3, for h >  0.05

Diffusion

Before summing up these individual deposition probabilities, they are converted to 

the Eulerian perspective. Depending on the conversion scheme these functions are 

evaluated in term s of either the dimension of the whole generation or control volume 

dimension. W hen probabilities are obtained for each control volume these are then 

combined according to the following expression,

Protal-cv =  1 — ( 1  — Pl-cv)( 1 — P s - c v ) ( l  — Pd - cv) (3.19)

It should be noted, however, th a t the expression for the extrathoracic deposition 

includes the effect of impaction, sedim entation and diffusion implicitly, and is taken 

care of separately. The above equation is used only inside the lung.
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3.2.5 Lagrangian to  Eulerian Conversion

As mentioned earlier, equations used to calculate deposition probabilities are either 

empirical or derived from the Lagrangian perspective, i.e. steady sta te  in nature. 

In the literature, there are many models to predict aerosol deposition in human res

piratory trac t, bo th  Lagrangian deposition models and Eulerian. The Lagrangian 

deposition models use the above mentioned probability equations directly. But in 

Eulerian models, the deposition probabilities need to  be converted into deposition 

probability rates.

In most of the models [11, 84] the deposition probability rate  is calculated simply 

by dividing the to ta l deposition probability by the residence time, and is assumed 

constant over the whole generation.

One of the  main reasons to  prefer Eulerian model over Lagrangian model is to  incor

porate the effect of time varying flow rate  and aerosol concentration encountered in 

many types of pharm aceutical inhalers, such as metered dose inhalers and dry powder 

inhalers. Grgic et al. [34] examined, both  experimentally and numerically, th a t un

steady flow enhances m outh-throat deposition significantly. M outh-throat deposition 

directly affects lung deposition. So, in order to  simulate transient aerosol deposi

tion, deposition functions based on instantaneous deposition are required, which are 

presently not available. For this objective to  be achieved either experimental da ta  

based on tim e dependent deposition or a new set of equations based on Eulerian frame 

of reference is needed. An alternative approach is to develop a numerical scheme to 

obtain Eulerian deposition rates equivalent to  the present Lagrangian formulas.

In the next two sections, two different ways of calculating the Eulerian deposition 

rates will be introduced : one based on control volume residence time, and the other 

is based on lung generation residence time.
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3.2.5.1 Total Deposition Based on Lung Generation Residence Time (GRT)

The general transport theorem  :

+  div(prax) =  d iv (rg rad (n )) +  Sn (3.20)

Under the steady sta te  condition, if no diffusion is considered, the one-dimensional 

convection equation is obtained as follows,

d{nu )
dx

Sn (3.21)

where n  is in number of particles per unit volume and S n is the source term  (deposition 

rate) in units of number of particle per volume per time.

Ghost CV

"M n — ►

C2
L C3

C4

1 2  3 4

Figure 3.1: Discretization of the domain

Let us consider the figure 3.1 to  summarize the discretization concept.

Applying the  concept of ghost or auxiliary control volume (CV) for application of 

boundary condition, the value of the last CV face is shifted to  the current CV face, 

and thus it is assumed th a t the value a t 1 is known. Considering the  first CV

n 1 - n 2 h
u ^ r  =  f t n i

(3.22)

where, Pk is the deposition probability rate  per unit time for the  whole generation, 

and A x  is the length of the CV. Therefore,

u
(ni -  n2) —  =  Pkni

X>2
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T2

n 2 =  n i -  n 1P fcr 2 (3.23)

Similarly,

n 3 = n 2 -  n 2Pk{r3 -  r 2) (3.24)

Substituting the value of n 2,

=>n3 = n i -  n iP kT3 -  Ui P^t2t2 +  n iP fe2r 2T3 (3.25)

and,

n 4 =  n 3 -  n 3 Fjt(r4 -  r 3)

Neglecting the 3rd and higher order terms,

n 4 =  m  -  niPkTi -  niP%T2T2 -  n iF fc2r 3r 3 +  n iP fc2r 2T3 +  n iP fc2T3r 4 (3.26)

and,

n 5 =  m  -  r ^ iV s  -  niP%T2T2 -  n xP lr 3T3 -  n iP fc2T4r 4 +  tiiP It2t3 +  n iP fc2r 3r4 +  n 1Pfc2r 4r 5

(3.27)

Once we know the concentration of a t all the control volume face we can determine 

the to ta l deposition as follows,

Total Deposition =  (n 4 — n 2) 4- (n2 — n 3) +  (n3 — n4) +  (n4 — n 5)

substituting all the individual concentrations,

Total Deposition =  n i(P kT5 +  P | ( r 2 r2 +  r 3r 3 +  r 4 r4) -  P 2( t 3t 4 +  r 4 r5)) (3.28)

In general.
JV AT

Total Deposition =  PkrN+i +  P fc2 ^ r 2 -  P fc2 ^  TiTi+ 1  (3.29)
2 3

where, N is the number of control volume, N + l is the number of control volume faces, 

and all the indexes represent control volume face.

Edwards [18] used a similar approach for deposition rate calculation.
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3.2.5.2 Total Deposition Based on Control Volume Residence Time (CVRT)

This alternative conversion approach was developed during this work and used here 

for the first time. Similar to  the previous approach, under the steady sta te  condition 

if no diffusion is considered, the one-dimensional convection-diffusion equation takes 

the following form,

where n  is the  number of particles per unit volume and Sn is the source term  (depo

sition rate) in units of number of particles per volume per time.

Ghost CV

Figure 3.2: Discretization of the domain

Let us consider the figure 3.2 to summarize the discretization concept.

Using the concept of ghost control volume for applying boundary conditions, and 

considering the first control volume,

PlUin i -  n 2 •
u — :-------=  FiUx (3.31)

A x A t

Because in our case A x is the length of the CV, A t  should also be the residence time 

in the control volume r<. Therefore,

u P in i
(ni -  n 2) —  = ------

L 2 t 2

(ni -  n 2) _  P\Ti\
T l Ti

n 2 =  m ( l  -  Pi) (3.32)
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Similarly,

^ 3  — ^ i ( l  — P\ — P2 +  P 1P 2 ) 

=>n3 =  m ( l  -  P i) ( l  -  P2) (3.33)

and,

n 4 — ni(l — Pi — P2 ~ P3 + P1P2 + P2P3 + P3P1 ~ P1P2P3) 

= ^ n 4 =  n 1 ( l - P i ) ( l - P 2 ) ( l - P 3) (3.34)

Once we know the concentration of a t all the control volume face we can determine 

the to ta l deposition as follows,

In general the  to ta l deposition probability becomes

Total Deposition Probability =  1 — (1  — P i) ( l  — P2X I — P 3 ) ........... (1 — Pn)

n

=> Total Deposition Probability =  1 — ID -  Pi) (3.36)
i = l

To the au thor’s knowledge, there is no record of use of this approach in the past.

3.2.6 Lung Model

In TechAero, a symmetrically branching lung model is used (see figure 3.3). The 

model is based on the morphometric da ta  provided by Phillips et al. [62] for the 

conducting airways and by Haefeli-Bleuer and Weibel [37] for the  alveolar region. 

The diam eter and length of different generations of the  lung model are given in Finlay 

et al. [27]. The volume of an adult lung in this model is 3000 ml.

Total Deposition =  (m  — n 2) +  (n2 -  n 3) +  (n3 — n4)

Substituting the individual concentrations a t the CV face,

Total Deposition =  n i ( l  — (1  — P i) ( l  — P2X I — P 3 )) (3.35)
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trachea

symmetrically 
branching airways 
with progressively 
lower diameter

alveolar duct

Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram  of symmetrically branching lung model.

3.2.7 Boundary Conditions

In TECHAero boundary conditions are specified for both  inhalation and exahalation 

in x, R  and m i dimensions.

For x  dimension: During inhalation

4> = <t>(R, iTii,t), a t the mouth,

and

During exhalation, 

and,

d<p
—  =  0 , a t the alveoli. 
ox

A  /

—— =  0 , a t the  mouth, 
ox

<p =  constant, a t the alveoli.
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For R  dimension,

4> — (j>(x,mi,t) =  0 , for all cases.

For m i dimension,

(j) = <p(x, R , t ) =  0, for all cases.

3.2.8 TECHAero Usage

TECHAero (Truly Eulerian Code for simulation of Hygroscopic AEROsols) is a For

tran  code th a t implements the theory and m ethods described above. TECHAero uses 

the following input and output files:

input.dat contains all the input param eter those can vary depending on the the drug 

used, ambient conditions, and breathing pattern . Particle properties, param eters to  

define particle size distribution (MMD, GSD) as well as particle production rate  are 

specified. Input values for grid size in x and R directions along w ith tim e step and 

the convergence tolerance is listed in the input file.

grid, out, locdep.out, gendep.out and regdep.out are the TechAero output files. In 

grid, o u t , the solution grids for x, R and m i dimensions are listed, while local specific 

deposition or dosage in each unit cell and generation are presented in locdep.out and 

gendep.out respectively, redep.out represents the regional deposition for extratho

racic, tracheo-bronchial and alveolar region as an absolute am ount (mg) and as a 

percentage.

3.3 Scaling Lung G eom etry

The effect of microgravity on respiratory anatom y is described in the previous chapter. 

Significant reduction in functional residual capacity (FRC) has been reported in every 

experimental studies carried out so far. To examine the effect of change of geometry
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on to ta l aerosol deposition, the original lung model was scaled. The length and 

diam eter of the model is scaled by a factor of (FR C /3 / ) 1/ 3 following Finlay [25].

3.3.1 Summary

A description of the deposition model along w ith the conversion schemes, lung ge

om etry model are presented. A lthough derived for steady sta te  condition, these two 

approaches will be used to  for conversion for all deposition mechanisms in unsteady 

situations as well. Validation of the proposed approaches and comparison of to tal 

deposition w ith these m ethods will be discussed in the following chapters.
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Chapter 4

R esults and Discussion

4.1 Introduction

This chapter will serve two purposes. The numerical techniques of Lagrangian-to- 

Eulerian conversion described in the previous chapter will be validated first. Then 

those techniques will be implemented in the lung simulation code TECHAero (Lange 

and Finlay [45]) to  validate the model w ith experimental results. Once the vali

dation is done, the model will be used to  estim ate highly transient deposition, e.g. 

from D PI’s, and to  predict deposition from very slow breathing. In the next section 

TECHAero will be used to predict lung deposition in microgravity, and the result will 

be compared w ith both  experimental and simulated results from the literature.

4.2 Validation of the Conversion Schemes

Before being implemented into TECHAero the conversion techniques are required to 

be tested against bo th  theory and experimental results. Heyder and G ebhart [39] 

described aerosol deposition by sedim entation from constant flow in straight circular 

tube, which will be used for validation of the conversion techniques.
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4.2.1 D ifferent Sed im entation  Functions

In the literature there are three different categories of sedim entation functions which 

were previously described in C hapter 2 (see Table 2.2). Beeckmans [2], Findeisen 

[24], Landahl [44] used a similar deposition function. In the functional form used by 

Beeckmans [2],

if vs =  ^  (particle settling velocity), a =  ^  (to tal cross-sectional area of any 

generation), Q = AU  (flow rate) and t  = £ (residence time) are substituted, the 

equation takes the following form

Ps =  1 -  exp(— ^ = g v sA ^ -)  (4.2)
y  7TCI CJ

used by Taulbee and Yu [83]. The variable a in this expression represents the  cross- 

sectional area of a single airway in any generation while A  is the to ta l cross-sectional 

area of th a t particular generation. This formula was derived on the basis of a straight 

horizontal tube, bu t the geometry of alveolated airways is significantly different. To 

accommodate this, Taulbee and Yu [83] added an ex tra term  to the original equation,

=  e x p ( - - J = 9 „ , .4 4 ) )  +  1 . 1 ( 4 . 3 )

where a  represents the fraction of airway surface which is alveolated. This equation 

is m anipulated in such a manner to  give the deposition probability rate  per unit time 

per unit length.

Pich [63] developed an analytical method, based on limiting trajectories of particles, 

to  calculate sedim entation probability of colloid particles from lam inar flow in circular 

tubes,

p . =  ] W ( i  -  e’ /») -  e' / y ( w / 3) +  arcsin e1/3] (4.4)

where e =  | i s  the sedim entation param eter.

To compare their behavior, these functions were tested for varying particle sizes and 

flow rates, both  in alveolated and non-alveolated airways (Figure 4.1 - 4.4) Difference
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of various sedim entation function in 14th generation for vary
ing particle size.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of various sedim entation function in 16th generation for vary
ing particle size.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of various sedim entation function in 16th generation for vary
ing flow rate.
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was highest between equation 4.4 and 4.2, because equation 4.2 did not take alveolar 

geometry into consideration. Difference was not very significant between equation 

4.4 and 4.3 (the modified function by Taulbee and Yu [83]). The function by Pich 

[63] (equation 4.4) is recent and has solid m athem atical foundation. Moreover, this 

function had been tested by several researchers for both  straight and randomly ori

ented tubes, suitable for lung simulations purposes. T hat is why, for the validation 

purposes, function proposed by Pich [63] (equation 4.4) was used.

4.2.2 Validation: CVRT Approach

For validating the proposed Control Volume Residence Time (CVRT) approach, re

sults from [39] were used. The param eters used in the following calculations were: 

length of the tube =  1 0 0  cm, diam eter of the tube =  0 .8  cm, diam eter of the particle 

=  3.5 yan, density of droplet particle =  0.91 g /c m 3, volume flow rate  =  6  ~  100 

cm 3/s .  Here the only variable was flow rate. It is evident from figure 4.5, as the flow 

rate increases deposition fraction goes down, which is logical because w ith increas

ing flow rate  particles have less tim e to  settle. The relative error curve is somewhat 

interesting in nature.

The relative error goes down very sharply w ith flow rate, bu t after a certain value 

it goes up gradually although remaining low (figure 4.6). The reason behind this is 

th a t the two curves intersect a t a particular flow rate  and the numerically predicted 

value becomes slightly higher than  the theoretical prediction. The control volume 

approach to  calculate deposition has one consistent error associated w ith it, which 

is the effect of the assumed remixing a t the beginning of each control volume face. 

Because of the remixing this m ethod is not able to  follow the  limiting trajectory  

and always estim ates less deposition. B ut from the figure 4.6 it seems likely th a t 

at higher velocities the effect of remixing is taken over by some other phenomenon 

and the numerical prediction starts  to  give higher deposition than  predicted by the 

theory.
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The theory was validated against the following param eters: number of control vol

umes, tube length, tube diameter, particle diameter. The param eters studied fall into 

two categories, one of physical param eters and the  other of numerical param eters.

The number of control volumes is a numerical param eter th a t has nothing to  do with 

the physics or the theory. In the proposed model, if the number of control volumes is

—  cv = 2
 CV=10
— ■ CV= 100 
  CV = 500

io 0.1

0.01

0.001
100

Volume flow rate (cmA3/s)

Figure 4.7: Relative error as it changes with the increase of CV number.

equal to  1, the m ethod should give the exact values (no remixing). Indeed, the exact 

behavior was found (not shown in the plot). W hen more than  one control volume 

is used, it is obvious th a t some error will occur as complete remixing takes place in 

every control volume face. But as the number of control volumes is increased, the 

error increases slightly but w ith progressively smaller changes. W ith  the increase of 

number of control volumes, the deposition in any particular control volume goes to 

a very small value, and the effect of remixing becomes less significant. From figure 

4.7, one can notice a pattern: the error drops sharply up to  a certain flow rate  and 

then goes up again, bu t it remains bounded, and it becomes relatively independent 

of the flow rate. As flow rate  increases the to ta l deposition probability goes down,
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and so does the absolute error, even though the relative error remains constant and 

independent of flow rate. The most interesting aspect is the intersection between the 

theoretical and numerical curves, from where the error again goes up, and this point 

shifts towards a lower volume flow ra te  as the number of control volumes increases.

The effect of various physical param eters was tested at this stage. F irst param eter to  

be considered was the to ta l length. W hen length is considered, one can either vary 

the size of control volume or the number of control volumes. Keeping the CV size 

constant causes an uneven number of remixing for different lengths, and keeping the 

number of CVs constant makes the CV size uneven. Both the approaches were tested. 

In figure 4.8a the control volume size is fixed while number of control volumes is set 

to  100 for all cases in figure 4.8b. The trend remains the same, the error decreases 

w ith flow rate  up to  a certain value, then goes up, but stays bound to  a lower value 

at higher flow rates than  th a t a t lower flow rates. In both  cases the  lowest error shifts 

towards higher flow rate. As in figure 4.7, the intersection point shifts towards lower 

flow rate  as the number of control volumes is increased. For example, for L =  0.5 

m, the intersection occurs a t 19.4 cm3/s  (number of CV 50 (CV length fixed), figure 

4.8a) while intersection is obtained a t 18.3 cm3/s  when number of CV is 100 (figure 

4.8b) for the same tube length. As the tube length increases, relative error goes up, 

bu t a t higher velocities the error tends to  a similar value. W ith  the  increase of tube 

length more particles are deposited, which makes the error higher. But at higher flow 

rates, as more particles escape deposition, the relative error is somewhat reduced.

The effect of tube diam eter was also checked. Tube diam eter is related to  the veloc

ity through the pipe. W ith  a slight modification in the equation for sedim entation 

param eter it is possible to  keep only the diam eter in the equation.

Sedim entation param eter =
AUD

U = Q  = -Q - =
A  \ D 2 7tD 2
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Figure 4.8: Relative error as a function of pipe length.
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Combining the two,

q  j -  3 t tVsDI
bedim entation param eter =  —^ (4. 5)

4 3 d  160  '  1
For the sedim entation param eter to  be <  1, i.e. not all particles to  be deposited, the

D = 5 mm D = 10 mm 
D = 20 mm 
D = 25 mm

0.1

0.01

0.001
100

Volume Flow Rate (cmA3/s)

Figure 4.9: Relative error as a function of pipe diameter.

tube diam eter cannot exceed 28.5 mm. So, diam eter variation for this investigation 

was m aintained within th a t limit. W ith the increase of tube diam eter, mean fluid 

velocity goes down, and particles have more tim e to  settle. As a result, deposition 

is higher and also the corresponding relative error. Error becomes steady a t higher 

flow rates. In this case the intersection point shifts toward the higher flow rate  with 

increasing diam eter (figure 4.9).

The last param eter to  be tested was the particle size (figure 4.10). Particle size affects 

the particle settling velocity. Larger particles are more likely to  get deposited relative 

to  smaller particles from a flow. A similar trend is observed, relative error goes up 

w ith particle size up to  a value then sta rts  rising. And the intersection point shifts 

towards higher flow rate  w ith particle size.
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Figure 4.10: Relative error as a function of particle diameter.

In all the cases, the  intersection point shows a trend  to  shift towards higher flow rates. 

Also as the deposition probability increases the relative error goes up and the location 

of the intersection between the theoretical and numerical curves shift towards higher 

flow rates.

4.2.3 Validation: GRT Approach

To validate the Generation Residence Time (GRT) approach, the same param eters 

as in the  validation of the previous proposed theory were used.

Similar to  the previous validation, the effect of number of control volumes, tube 

length, tube diam eter and particle size on deposition probability and relative error 

were investigated.

As in the previous section (CVRT approach), the trends w ith this m ethod are very 

similar (figure 4.11 - 4.16). The main difference to  be noted is th a t the numerical
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Figure 4.11: Deposition fraction against the volume flow rate.
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Figure 4.12: Relative error against the volume flow rate.
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Figure 4.13: Relative error as it changes w ith the increase of CV number.

estim ate never crosses the  theoretical deposition curve, i.e. there is no intersection 

point. In all cases, the higher the m agnitude of deposition the higher the relative 

error, and the relative error goes down with increasing flow rate.

4.2.4 Comparison Of The Two Approaches

In this section the  two m ethods (CVRT and GRT approach) are compared for the 

same numerical and physical param eters. Through the comparison of the effect of 

number of control volume (figure 4.17), effect of varying control volume size (figure 

4.18), tube diam eter (figure 4.19) and particle diam eter (figure 4.20), it can be no

ticed th a t the new CVRT approach provides much lower relative error than  the GRT 

approach w ith the variation of number of control volumes, both  in high and low flow 

rates. One reason for this might be th a t in GRT approach 3rd and higher order term s 

are being neglected, whereas in CVRT approach nothing is being neglected due to 

the structure of the formula. In other cases, CVRT results in be tte r agreement with
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Figure 4.14: Relative error as a function of pipe length.
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Figure 4.16: Relative error as a function of particle diameter.
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the theory in the low flow ra te  regimes only, where the difference between the two 

approaches is significant. GRT approach provides better result a t relatively higher 

velocity and smaller tube length and diam eter and particle size, i.e. when the depo

sition param eter is small. However, the difference between the two m ethods in th a t 

regime is not so significant.

  cv = 10 (CVRT)
— cv = 10 (GRT) 
  cv = 100 (CVRT)
— cv = 100 (GRT 1)

s
I  0.2
>•aa

0.04

0.008

0.0016
0 20 40

Volume
8060

Volume Flowrate (cmA3/s)
100

Figure 4.17: Relative error as a function of number of control volumes.

So far the standard  case mentioned in Heyder and Gebhart [39] has been consid

ered. W hen these methods are applied in the hum an respiratory tract, the airway 

dimensions are much smaller. A lthough the flow rates are quite higher than  the cases 

considered here, due to  the high number of airways in any particular generation the 

mean velocity is extremely low in any single airway deep inside the lung. So, a typ

ical flow rate  from a dry powder inhaler (between 20 to 100 1/min) would generate 

velocity between 0.1 to  0.5 m /s  in the 13th generation of the lung. Particles inhaled 

from the inhalers usually are in the range of 0.5 to  5 microns. So, the relative error 

from the two above-mentioned methods were compared using a particle size of 3.5 

microns (figure 4.21). The number of control volumes was set to  5 because of the
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4.18: Relative error as it changes w ith the increase tube length w ith 100 control 
volumes.
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Figure 4.19: Relative error as it changes w ith the increase tube diam eter w ith 100 
control volumes.
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Figure 4.20: Relative error as it changes w ith the increase tube diam eter w ith 100 
control volumes.

small length of the generation. W ithin the specified range mentioned above, CVRT 

provides better result in the lower velocities. At a certain velocity GRT starts  giving 

better result, as shown in the figure 4.21 but the difference in both  cases remains very 

small.

4.2.5 Discussion on CVRT Approach

Based on the above comparisons, the point of intersection represents the point of 

minimum relative error. The location of the intersection point is not fixed, but 

changes w ith both  numerical and physical param eters. The shift of this intersection 

was investigated with change of tube length (figure 4.22) and particle diam eter (figure 

4.23). In both  cases the relationship is approximately linear. From these results it 

seems likely th a t some dimensionless group or some combination of param eters will 

bring the curves closer.
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Figure 4.21: Relative error as it changes w ith the increase of flow ra te  a) between 20 
to  100 1/min, b)wider range
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Figure 4.22: Flow rate  a t minimum relative error (intersection point))as it changes 
with the increase of tube length with 100 control volumes.
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Figure 4.23: Flow ra te  a t minimum relative error (intersection point) as it changes 
w ith the increase particle diam eter w ith 100 control volumes.
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In order to  investigate which param eters affect the to ta l deposition estimate, attem pt 

was made to  keep the sedim entation param eters of control volume ecv and of the whole 

tube etube constant at their respective value for different combination of param eters. It 

was found th a t, it is physically unrealistic. For example, to  keep local sedim entation 

param eter fixed for a reduced control volume length, one option is to  lower the flow 

rate, which in tu rn  will cause the sedim entation param eter of the whole tube to  go 

down, and the situation becomes incomparable.

A nother point to  be noticed in CVRT approach is tha t, to ta l deposition probability 

is calculated by the  following formula,
n

Total Deposition Probability =  1 — I T 1 -  R )  (4.6)
1= 1

where n  is the number of CVs. By keeping the sedim entation param eter fixed as the 

number of control volumes is increased the product tends to  become progressively 

smaller, making the to ta l deposition probability larger. So, it can be stated  th a t the 

deposition probability and the associated relative error when using the control volume 

approach is not only dependent on the sedim entation param eters of the control volume 

and of the whole tube, bu t is also dependent on the number of control volumes.

W ith the above mentioned insight, it is very likely th a t some combination of ect,, etu(,e 

and n  (number of CVs) will form an invariant and will bring the different curves from 

section 4.2.2 on top of each other. An a ttem pt was made to  use n  * * etube on the

abscissa (figure 4.24), and this approach succeeded reasonably well to  bring all the 

curves closer. Only a few attem pts were made towards the unification of all error 

curves due to  tim e constraints, and a more detailed analysis was beyond the scope of 

this thesis.

4.3 Lung D eposition M odel Validation

Both the Lagrangian-Eulerian conversion schemes, generation residence time and con

trol volume residence tim e approach, were implemented into TECHAero. TECHAero
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Figure 4.24: An a ttem pt to  unify the error curves (L =  100 cm, D  =  0.8 cm, d=  3.5 
/m u m .

was tested for grid independence using CVRT approach. The criterion was success

fully satisfied as shown in figure 4.25.

The deposition model was then validated against published in vivo results. TECHAero 

was used to  predict to ta l and regional particle deposition in the hum an respiratory 

trac t for particle sizes ranging from 0.25-8.25 /im, tidal volume 700 cc, inspiratory 

flow ra te  400 cc/s and breath  period of 4 s.

From figure 4.26-4.29 it is evident th a t both  the schemes give good agreement with 

the in vivo d a ta  given the large scatter of the experimental data. Because of the 

inclusion of axial diffusion, compared with Lagrangian method, even w ith a shallow 

breath  the aerosol penetrates deep into the lung. So, TECHAero is able to  better 

represent the penetration and deposition th a t actually takes place deep inside the 

lung.

Contribution of different deposition mechanisms were also tested and are shown in
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Figure 4.25: Convergence of TECHAero using CVRT approach (d =  3.25 microns, 
tim e step =  10e-4 s).
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Figure 4.26: Comparison of extra-thoracic (ET) deposition.
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Figure 4.27: Comparison of tracheo-bronchial (TB) deposition.
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Figure 4.28: Comparison of alveolar deposition.
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Figure 4.29: Comparison of to ta l lung deposition.

figure 4.30. For particles w ith diam eter less than  0.5 /j,m diffusion is known to  be the 

dominant deposition mechanism. As the particle size increases, sedim entation and 

impaction become more significant. For particle sizes 0.5 fim  to  2.5 /im sedim entation 

dominates and for particles w ith diam eter larger than  2.5 /im  im paction becomes 

increasingly dominant. CVRT approach was used in this analysis. The contributions 

of these deposition mechanisms estim ated by TECHAero are in excellent agreement 

with those typical ranges (Chan and Lippmann [8]).

4.4 H ighly Transient D eposition

In cases when the flow rate  reaches its maximum value in very short tim e from begin 

of inhalation, the deposition associated w ith it can be trea ted  as highly transient 

deposition. The time dependent breathing can be simulated as shown in figure 4.31. 

The test was carried out for three different particle sizes. Breathing period was set 

to  4 seconds w ith 50 percent inhalation and no breath  hold. Maximum flow rate  of
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Figure 4.30: Contribution to  deposition by different mechanisms.
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Figure 4.31: Simulating tim e dependent breathing pattern.
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Figure 4.32: Comparison of transient deposition for two different approaches.

From figure 4.32, CVRT approach estim ates a higher to ta l deposition (approximately 

7 % higher for 0.5 /im, 4% for 1 /im, 1% for 2 /im). This comparison highlights the 

difference between the two numerical approaches in the case of single breath  inhalers. 

Due to  the lack of experimental da ta  under highly tim e dependent flows, knowledge on 

this deposition process is very limited, and further research is needed. But, based on 

the previous analysis, CVRT approach is expected to  provide a reasonable prediction.

4.5 D eposition  at Very Low Flow R ate

Over the years researchers have found significant intersubject variability in aerosol 

deposition in hum an respiratory trac t. Brand et al. [5] have shown th a t this inter

subject variability can be substantially reduced w ith the aid of controlled breathing 

pattern . According to  this study, a t very low inhalation flow rates the variability is 

low. At the same tim e bronchial obstruction and extra-thoracic deposition tends to
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be negligible. As a result, very low flow rates w ith controlled breathing is a practical 

way of delivering drug deep inside the lung.

To simulate a very low flow ra te  situation, an inhalation flow rate  of 0.1 1/s was 

considered while the tidal volume was fixed as 1 1. Total particle deposition was 

calculated for particle size of 3 jtim. Total deposition predicted using TECHAero was 

95 % (1.8% ET, 24% tracheo-bronchial, 69.6% alveolar deposition). The result is in 

fair agreement w ith the experiments [5], where to ta l deposition was 79%±7%. From 

the simulated E T  deposition result it is evident th a t, w ith very slow flow rates and 

controlled breathing it is possible to  achieve targeted drug delivery deep inside lung 

by bypassing the ET  region.

Upon investigating closely the reason behind the difference in to ta l deposition, it 

was found th a t TECHAero was overestimating the  alveolar deposition. Only 48.8% 

alveolar deposition was estim ated by the Lagrangian deposition code RegDep (Finlay 

et al. [27]).

4.6 M icrogravity D eposition

4.6.1 Effect of Geometry

As explained in C hapter 2, there are marked functional differences in lung caused 

by the effects of microgravity; for example, there is significant differences in regional 

lung volume, ventilation and gas exchange. Because the  lung is extremely compliant 

and is markedly deformed by its own weight as a consequence of this architecture. 

In order to  determine the accurate deposition prediction in weightlessness, is it very 

im portant to  determine w hether changes in lung geometry play the key role or if an 

improved and modified diffusion function is needed.

At first the whole lung volume and diam eter were scaled down based on the reduction 

in FRC. Based on the fact th a t most of the change in FRC is due to  abdominal
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volume change, it is the alveolar region which contributes to  the m ajority of the 

volume reduction. Then only the acinus region was scaled, keeping the other regions 

of the lung intact. For scaling, a reduction of 15% in FRC was used based on the 

experimental results published by Elliott et al. [21]. The resulting to ta l deposition 

did not change significantly. So it can be assumed th a t although the change in 

geometry is apparent in microgravity, this alone has no significant im pact on to tal 

deposition. R ather other changes, such as the change in ventilation pa ttern  associated 

w ith volume and shape change of the  lung, may influence the  deposition site and 

amount.

'Z  30

—  OriginaLLung Model 
_ o Scaled_whole Lung 

A Scaled_acinus only

Particle Size (microns)

Figure 4.33: Effect of lung geometry on to ta l deposition.

4.6.2 Comparison of Total Deposition

The effect of gravity on the anatomy and physiology of lung have been discussed in de

ta il in chapter 2. In the weightless environment, because of zero sedim entation, more 

particles penetrate deep into the lung and local deposition distribution is altered. 

So, inclusion of axial diffusion in TECHAero makes it suitable for predicting micro

gravity deposition. The simulated results from TECHAero were tested against the 

experimental results published by Darquenne et al. [12], For simulation the following
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parameters were used:

o  Expenment_Dalquenne et al 1997 
▲ Simu;lation_Darquenne et al 1997 

—  TechAero_Method 2

a  30

Particle Size (microns)

Figure 4.34: Total deposition in microgravity.

• Tidal volume =  0.75 1

• Aerosol flow rate  =  0.4 1/s

• Aerosol concentration :

— 104 particles/m l for 0.5 pm  and 1 pm  particle.

— 5xl03 particles/m l for 2 pm  particle.

— 103 particles/m l for 3 pm  particles.

The result is shown in figure 4.34. Probable reasons behind the large differences be

tween TECHAero and simulated results by Darquenne et al. [12] might be the different 

im paction function and geometry of the extra-thoracic (ET) region (represented by 

a single cylinder of 2.9 cm2 and 17.0 cm length in [12]). Moreover, Darquenne et al.

[12] used the same deposition functions in the ET  region as in the rest of the lung.

To test the effect of the different deposition function, the im paction function in 

TECHAero was replaced by the function used in [12] and a drastic reduction was
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observed (figure 4.35). But this change in the im paction function is not well justified, 

because the function used in TECHAero is based on more recent in  vivo data. The

~"© Experiment_Dakquenneetal 1997 ^
A  Simu;lation_Darquenne et al 1997 

—-  TechAero_CVRT_01d Impaction function 
• • TechAcro_Darquenne’s Impaction Function

e  30

Particle Size (microns)

Figure 4.35: Comparison of Im paction functions in calculating Total Deposition in 
Microgravity

other scope for improvement was changing the deposition function used in the E T  

region. Using the same functions both  in the lung and the E T  region is not justified, 

because the E T  region is significantly different in geometry from the lung airways. 

The fluid dynamics is also quite different there. Grgic et al. [33] has proposed a new 

E T  deposition function based on the most recent geometric model and in vivo data. 

Incorporation of this function is expected to  give better results. The new ET  func

tion was added into TECHAero and contributed some improvements in the deposition 

prediction (figure 4.36), bu t it did not reduce the large overestimation in TECHAero.

Because of the absence of regional deposition da ta  in microgravity, it is difficult to 

say in which region of the lung TECHAero is overpredicting deposition. There is a 

possibility of over-estimating alveolar deposition, as encountered in the  case of low 

inhalation flow rate. Because in both  cases more particles travel deep inside the lung: 

in microgravity, due to  the absence of gravity, and in low flow rate  because of very 

low E T  deposition.
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Figure 4.36: Comparison of ET  functions in calculating Total Deposition in Micro
gravity.

A lthough the present work focused on the Lagrangian-Eulerian conversion of sedimen

ta tion  deposition, it seems th a t a similar analysis regarding deposition by diffusion 

will be necessary to  improve TECHAero’s prediction of lung deposition in micrograv

ity and w ith low flow rates.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this study, two numerical schemes to  calculate deposition probability rate  using 

the current Lagrangian deposition functions were introduced, validated and imple

mented in the Eulerian lung deposition code TECHAero. TECHAero was then used 

to  estim ate aerosol deposition in human respiratory trac t under different clinically 

relevant situations, such as normal steady state, highly transient and very low flow 

rates. Finally, TECHAero was used to  predict microgravity deposition.

Two numerical techniques were used, one based on lung generation residence time and 

the other, developed and used for the first time, based on control volume residence 

time. Both the  techniques were derived from general transport equation under the 

assumption of steady sta te  condition with no diffusion.

Deposition by sedim entation was selected for validation purposes, because the func

tion has solid m athem atical background and was validated experimentally by several 

researchers.

Neither of the schemes showed the well known limiting trajectory, because of the effect 

of remixing at the entry of each control volume. Both methods showed dependency 

on the number of control volumes, length and diam eter of the whole tube, particle 

size and flow rate. The generational residence tim e approach showed higher relative
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error as compared w ith the control volume residence time approach in most of the 

cases. The control volume approach showed higher error in some cases a t higher flow 

rate, bu t in those cases the relative error itself was very small.

An attem pt was made to  find a dimensionless param eter or combination of different 

param eters th a t would bring all the curves closer and would form a basis from where 

suitable control volume param eter could be determined. The simple product of the 

number of control volumes, control volume and generation sedim entation param eters 

used in the abscissa produced a reasonably good result in th a t direction.

Total and regional aerosol deposition results from TECHAero showed good agreement 

with the experimental results. Alveolar deposition was always in the higher end of 

the experimental data. During controlled breathing at a very low flow rate  and 

in microgravity, TECHAero overpredicted to ta l deposition. It was assumed th a t 

the over-estimation was in the alveolar region, because for the extra-thoracic region 

the most recently developed deposition function was used. Diffusion dominates in 

the alveolar region, and in the case of microgravity (because of no sedimentation) 

and low flow rate condition (because of low extrathoracic deposition) more particles 

were drawn into the alveolar region. In both  cases TECHAero overpredicts alveolar 

deposition and hence the to ta l deposition.

In  this study, bo th  the  proposed schemes were validated for sedim entation and showed 

good agreement. I t was assumed th a t the schemes would also work for diffusion and 

impaction. B ut in practice the m ethods did not work well for diffusion, maybe because 

of the non-linearity involved in the function. So, further research is required to find a 

suitable conversion scheme for the deposition probability by diffusion. Future research 

is also required in the direction of a single dimensional or dimensionless group th a t 

will govern the param eter selection during lung simulation to  keep the error to  a 

minimum.
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A ppendix A

Derivation

Position and velocity vector in the cylindrical domain fl of the 5 dimensional hyper
space,

X = (x, r, 9, R , m ) (A .l)

V  = (u ,v ,w , R ,m )  (A.2)

The particle concentration transport equation,

/Jfi* dn* d(V*n*) d  . dn*
+  +  — (-D * 8 l3^ r )  +  ri*dl

d t d X i dX i 'O X, e p dn* =  o (A.3)

Here * stands for original, non-averaged variables. Simplification can be dnme based 
on several factors. For fully developed flow V = 0  and W = 0. For axisymmetric geome- 
try  ^  =  0. If there is no coagulation or breakup m  =  0. D R =  D m =  0 because of no 
diffusion in R  and m direction, and D q =  Dr — oo for instanteneous cross-sectional 
diffusion.

Based on these simplifications the above equation reduces to,

L d t f  d(U*n*) d(R*n*) _  .*
d t OX d R  d X [ d X ) Vae p dn* =  o (A.4)

Now w ith dA =  (rdO)dr and dfi =  d xd R d m  and area averaging of any arbitrary
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propoerty $  =  (j)* =  \  f A (f)*dA ,

I IJ U J A

dn* d(U*n*) d{R*n*) _  .*
d t 8 X  OR d X [ 8 X } VdA■ep d ttd A  =  0 (A.5)

Now according to  Delhaye (1981) even if A  = A (t, X ), because there is no flux through 
the duct walls,

f  5U*AA 5 f  
J a t St  T S t J Ar

n * d A n (A.6)

Total cross sectional area is a combination of the airway lumen and alveolar part, so 
A t  = Ad + A a, and further simplification of defferent term s is possible, which are as 
follows,

I T wx(u'n’ -D’ŝ iA- -  mLdJ u’n' ~ D'w^Ad+A‘] ( A J )

. Because U* — 0 and D* =  0 in A a,

L  £c(u'n' ~ Dm)dAT ~ m L(u'n' ~ ( A ' 8 )

which then becomes

I At d X  
and,

and,

L  ̂ (uv ~ d'^ )AAt=̂ {AdUn -d X 6 X J

j
J  A t

r \  r

(R* n*)d A t  = T ^ ^ R n )
d R 6R

/ V depdA r  =  A Tr]dep 
J  A t

Now subsituting these in equation (3),

/Jn

d i n A T ) d  , . d n , 6 . . • . , .

— dt ~dX ~  J x  + SR  T ) +  AT%ep

(A.9) 

(A. 10) 

(A .ll)

dn = 0 (A. 12)

Now applying Green’s theorem, 

9 (nA r)
Jn dt  J Sx

9  (A dU n - A dD ^ ) . n x dSx +
8 X S X '

(  (ATRn). f i j idSi i  +  f  
J Sr J  n

n Rd S R +  I A TridePd fld fl =  0 
n

(A.13)
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A ppendix B 

TECH Aero Subroutine

B .l  Original deposprob.f

subroutine DeposProb(Breath,Compute,CountDlstr,deltat,DepositProb,
ft Dif fBrown,FlovRate,FreePath,Generation,
ft GenStartIndx,hygro,jmin,Lunggen,LungModel,
ft maxcell,maxclas si,maxclcl,maxclgl,maxdiml,
ft maxgenl,maxgradl,Mouth_Breatb,MouthGen,MS,Ni,
ft Nj,N1,numvarl,R,rhoeffSolu,TracbeaGen,
ft TrachOrigDim,U,W,x,xs)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* This subroutine calculates the deposition rate coefficient of the *
* particles by the mechanisms of impaction, sedimentation and *
* diffusion. In the case of breath hold, only sedimentation and *
* diffusion are considered. *
* NOTE: The probability values for all balance equations must be *
* the same, (compute the probabilities once for every outer *
* iteration) *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* LIST OF VARIABLES:
* INPUT
* Breath(:),Compute(:),CountDlstr(:),deltat,DiffBrown(:),FlowRate,
* FreePath(:),Generation(:).GenStartIndx(:).hygro,jmin(:),Lunggen,
* LungModel(:,:),maxcell,maxclassl,maxclcl,maxclgl,maxdiml,maxgenl,
* maxgradl,MouthJ3reath,MouthGen,MS(:),Ni,Nj,Nl,numvarl,R(:),rhoeffSolu,
* TracheaGen,TrachOrigDim(:),U(:),W(:),x(:),xs(:)

* OUTPUT
* DepositProbO)

* LOCAL
* AerodynD - droplets* aerodynamic diameter in [microns].
* Ccl,Cc2,Cc3 - coefficients for the Cunningham slip correction factor.
* Ccunn - Cunningham slip correction factor.
* DBr.cgs - Brownian diffusivity converted to [cm2/s].
* DiffPar - diffusion parameter used for deposition by diffusion.
* DropVolume - volume of a droplet of a given size bin [m3].
* ETLength - length of extrathoracic region [m].
* Flovcc - absolute value of total flow rate converted to [cc/s].
* fracLength - fraction of the generation length used in the pseudo-Eulerian
* deposition functions.
* GenDlameter - airway diameter [m].
* GenLength - airway length [m].
* genProbDiffus - generational probability of deposition by diffusion.
* genProblmp - generational probability of deposition by inertial impaction.
* genProbSedim - generational probability of deposition by sedimentation.
* grav - gravity acceleration [m/s2].
* iend.istart - auxiliary variables used to set loop limits.
* Inhalcc - inhalation volume converted to [cc].
* InhalVol - inhalation volume [m3].
* j start - starting index for loops on R, based on JmlnO.
* k - lung generation.
* Knudsen - Knudsen number.
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* ProbDiffus - probability of deposition by diffusion in the lung.
* ProbDmouth - probability of deposition by diffusion in the mouth.
* ProbDnose - probability of deposition by diffusion in the nose.
* Problmpact - probability of deposition by inertial impaction in the lung.
* ProblSmouth - probability of deposition by impaction and sedimentation in the mouth.
* ProblSnose - probability of deposition by impaction and sedimentation in the nose.
* Probmouth - total deposition probability in the mouth and larynx.
* Probnose - total deposition probability in the nose.
* ProbSedlm - probability of deposition by sedimentation in the lung.
* ProbET - total deposition probability in the extra-thoracic region.
* ProbTotal - total deposition probability in the lung.
* ResidTime - residence time of particles in a given generation [s].
* rhoCarrler - density of the carrier gas (air)[kg/m3].
* rhoDroplet - effective density of the solution [kg/m3].
* rhoSolvt - density of the solvent (water - the only substance that
* evaporates!)tkg/m3].
* ScalefactTr - scaling factor based on the tracheal diamenter.
* SedimPar - sedimentation parameter.
* SettlVel - particle settling velocity [m/s].
* Stokes - Stokes number.
* Sutherland - Sutherland constant [K].
* viscos - carrier (air) dynamic viscosity [N s/m2].
*
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

implicit none
include ’param.inc’ ! pointing and fixed parameters

*—  global variables —
Integer Generation(*),GenStartIndx(*),jmin(*),
ft Lunggen,maxcell,maxclassl,maxclcl.maxclgl,maxdiml.maxgenl,
6 maxgradl,MouthGen,Ni,Nj,Kl,numvarl,TracheaGen
real*8 Breath(6),CountDistr(*),deltat,DepositProb(*), 
ft DiffBrown(*),FlowRate,FreePath(*),
ft LungModel(7,*),Mouth_Breath,MS(*),
ft R(*),rhoeffSolu,TrachDrigDim(2),U(*),
ft W(*),x(*),xs(*)
logical Compute(*),hygro 

*—  local variables —
integer i,iend,ij,ijl.istart,j,jstart,jl,k,l 
real*8 AerodynD,aux_cos38,aux_DiffPar,aux_ProbDmouth,
ft aux_ProbDnose,aux.ProblSmouth.aux.ProblSnose,aux.SedimPar,
ft aux.SettIVel,aux_Stokes,Cc1,Cc2,Cc3,Ccunn,DBr_cgs,DiffPar,
ft DropVolume,ETLength,Flovcc,fracLength,GenDiameter,
ft GenLength,genProbDiffus,genProblmp,genProbSedim,grav,
ft Inhalcc,InhalVol.Knudsen,Pi.ProbDiffus.ProbDmouth,
ft ProbDnose,ProbET,Problmpact,ProblSmouth,ProblSnose,
ft Probmouth,Probnose,ProbSedim,ProbTotal.ResidTime,
ft rhoCarrier,rhoDroplet,rhoSolvt,Rj,ScalefactTr,
ft SedimPar,SettlVel,Stokes,Ui,viscos

—  initializations —
Pi=dacos(-l.dO)
viscos=l,9d-5 ! air at 37oC
rhoCarrier*1.1387dO ! air at 37oC
rhoSolvt=l.0d3 I water
grav=9.81d0
ScalefactTr=LungModel(2,TracheaGen)/(Trach0rigDim(2)+small)
InhalVol*Breath(1)
Flowcc=abs(FlowRate)*l.d6 ! converts m3/s to cc/s and positive
Inhalcc=InhalVol*l.d6 ! converts m3 to cc
if (Compute(lcount) .and. .not.hygro) then ! TODO: use a better conditional test!!!
Ccl»1.142dO ! for solid particles
Cc2=0.558d0 I (from Allen and Raabe 1985,
Cc3-0.999d0 ! in Aerosol Measurement, Willeke ft Baron)

else
Ccl=1.207d0 ! for oil droplets
Cc2=0.440d0 ! (from Rader 1989,
Cc3-0.596d0 ! in Aerosol Measurement, Willeke ft Baron)

end if

* —  auxiliary variables —
aux_ProbISmouth=(Flowcc*ScalefactTr**3.dO)**.6dO* 
ft (Inhalcc*ScalefactTr**2.d0+small)**(-.2d0)
aux.ProbDmouth=-9.dO*(Mouth_Breath*Flowcc*ScalefactTr+small)*» 
ft (-1.d0/8.d0)
aux_ProbISnose=(l,dO-Mouth_Breath)*Flowcc*ScalefactTr**3.dO 
aux_ProbDnose=-18.dO*((1.dO-Mouth_Breath)*Flowcc*ScalefactTr 
ft +small)**(-l.d0/8.d0)
aux_SettlVel=grav/(4.5d0*viscos) 
aux_cos38”C06(38.25d0*Pi/180.dO)

*  calculate deposition probabilities in the mouthpiece
if (MouthGen .ne. 1) then 
GenLengthsLungModel(1,1)
GenDiameter-LiingModel (2,1) 
if (FlowRate .ne. O.dO) then
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ResidTime^GenLength/abs(U(GenStartlndx(1))) 
else
ResidTime=deltat I TODD: check!M

end 11
aux_SedimPar*3.dO*ResidTime/(4.dO*GenDiameter) 
istart=2
iend=GenStartIndx(MouthGen)-1 
do i=istart,iend ! loop on x (mouthpiece) 
fracLength=(x(i)-xs(istart-l)) / GenLength 
do 1*2,N1-1 ! loop on MS
jstart=max(2,Jmin(l)) 
do j=jstart,Nj-1 I loop on R 
jl=j+(l-l)*Nj 
ijl»i+(j-l)*Ni+(l-l)*Ni*NJ 
Rj»R(j)

11 (Lunggen .ne. 1) then ! case ol lull lung-----------

DepositProb(ijl)-0.dO ! no deposition in normal mouthpiece

else !— -—  test-case ol pure "mouthpiece" -—

—  effective density ol the solution —
DropVolume=4.dO*Pi*(Rj *Rj*Rj)/3.dO
rhoDroplet=(MS(l)+W(jl))/(DropVolume+small) ! equlv. grid discret.

—  Cunningham slip correction —
Knudsen»FreePath(i)/RJ
Ccunn=l.dO+Knudsen*(Ccl+Cc2*exp(-Cc3/Knudsen))

—  probability ol deposition by sedimentation in the whole gen.(from Pich,1972) —  
SettlVel=aux_SettlVel*(rhoDroplet-rhoCarrier)*

ft Ccunn*Rj*RJ
SedimPar=aux_SedimPar*SettlVel 
if (SedimPar .It. l.dO) then 
ProbSedim-2.dO*(sqrt(1.dO-SedimPar**(2.dO/3.dO))* 

ft (2. dO*SedimPar-SedimPar**(1.dO/3.dO))
ft +asin(SedimPar**(1.dO/3.dO)))/Pi

else
ProbSedim=l.dO ! all particles within limiting trajectory

end if

—  deposition rate coefficient —
DepositProb(ijl)=ProbSedim/

ft (ResidTime*(1.dO-ProbSedim*fracLength))

end if 
end do 

end do 
end do 

end if

 *----  calculate deposition probabilities in the mouth/nose+pharynx+larynx
* (model from Rudolf et al.,1994 and ICRP, 1994, p. 243-253)
* —  all ET generations are treated together as one, because
* the deposition model does not distinguish among them —

if (FlowRate .ne. O.dO) then

* —  calculate residence time for all ET generations —
ETLength=0.dO 
ResidTime=0.d0 
do k=MouthGen,TracheaGen-l 
GenLengthsLungModel(1,k)
ETLength®ETLength+GenLength
i*GenStartIndx(k) ! first cell is used to obtain
ResidTlme=ResidTime+GenLength/abs(U(i)) ! the generational velocity 

end do !..,k

istart=GenStartIndx(MouthGen) 
iend=GenStartIndx(TracheaGen)-1
do l-lstart,iend ! loop on x (extra-thoracic region)
fracLength=(x(i)-xs(istart-l)) / ETLength 
do 1=2,N1-1 ! loop on MS
jstartsmax(2,Jmln(l)) 
do J=jstart,Nj-1 ! loop on R
ij=i+(j-l)*Ni 
jl*j+(l-i)*Nj
ijl=i+(J-l)*Ni+(l-l)*Ni*Nj
RJ=R(j)
DBr_cgs=DiffBrown(ij)*l.d4 ! convert to cm2/s

* —  effective density and aerodynamic diameter —
DropVolume“4.dO*Pi*(Rj *Rj *Rj)/3.dO
rhoDroplets(MS(l)+W(jl))/(DropVolume+small) ! equiv. grid discret.
AerodynD=rhoDroplet*(2.dO*Rj*l.d6)/l,d3 ! in [microns] (1.d3=water dens.)
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—  deposition on oropharynx and larynx —
 impaction+sedimentation  (ICRP eq. D.30)
ProbISmouth=l.dO - l.dO/

A (1,ld-4*(AerodynD*AerodynD*
A aux_ProbISmouth)**1.4dO+l.dO)

 diffusion  (ICRP eq. D.31)
ProbDmouth=l.dO - exp(sqrt(DBr_cgs)*aux_ProbDmouth)
 composition_
Probmouth=l.dO - (l.dO-ProbISmouth)*(l.dO-ProbDmouth)

—  nose deposition —
Probnose=0.d0
if (Mouth.Breath .It. l.dO) then
 impaction+sedimentation  (ICRP eq. D.23)
ProbISnose=l.dO - l.dO/(3.d-4*(AerodynD*AerodynD*

A aux_ProbISnose)+l.dO)
 diffusion  (ICRP eq. D.28)
ProbDnose-l.dO - exp(sqrt(DBr.cgs)*aux_ProbDnose)
 composition..
Probnosesl.dO - (1.dO-ProblSnose)*(1.dO-ProbDnose) 

end if

• total deposition probability —
ProbET=Probmouth + (l.dO-Mouth.Breath)*Probnose

—  deposition rate coefficient —  
DepositProb(ijl)=ProbET/

A (ResidTime*(1.dO-ProbET*fracLength))

end do !...j 
end do !...1 

end do !...i

else
—  no models for breath bold deposition in ET region! —  
end if

—  calculate deposition probabilities in the lung-------— -
istart=GenStartIndx(TracheaGen)
iend=Ni-l
do i-istart,iend ! loop on x (TB and Alveolar regions)
k=Generat ion(i)
GenLength-LungModeKl ,k)
GenDiameter=LungModel(2,k)
Ui*U(i) ! NOTE: Ui is negative at exhalation!!
if (Ui .ne. O.dO) then
ResidTime=GenLength/abs(Ui) 

else
if (.false.) then It!TO DO ! case of breath hold
ResidTime=Breath(6)*60.d0/Breath(2) ! time of breath hold (Ui=0)

else
ResidTime=l.dlO 1 case of zero flow crossing (provisional)

end if 
end if
fracLength=(x(i)-xs(GenStartIndx(k)-l)) / GenLength

—  auxiliary variables —  
aux_Stokes=abs(Ui)/(4.5dO*viscos*GenDiameter)
aux_SedimPar-3.dO*ResldTime*aux_cos38/(4.dO*GenDiameter) ! valid only in the lung 
aux_DiffParsResidTime/(GenDiameter**2.dO)

do 1«2,N1-1 ! loop on MS
jstart=max(2,Jmin(l)) 
do J=jstart,Nj-l | loop on R

iJ*i+(J-l)*Ni 
jl«j+(l-l)*Nj
iJlasi+(j-i)*Ni+(l-l)*Ni*Nj
Rj*R(j)

—  effective density of the solution —
DropVolume=4.dO*Pi*(Rj *Rj *Rj)/3.dO
rhoDroplet=(MS(l)+W(jl))/(DropVolume+small) ! equiv. grid discret.

—  Cunningham slip correction —
Knudsen=FreePath(i)/Rj
Ccunn-i.dO+Knudsen*(Ccl+Cc2*exp(-Cc3/Knudsen))

—  probability of deposition by inertial impaction 
(from Chan&Lippmann,1980)

if (Ui .ne. O.dO) then 
Stokes=aux_Stokes*rhoDroplet*Rj*Rj*Ccunn ! (see Raabe,1982)
genProblmp-l.606d0*Stokes+.0023d0 !generational probability
ProbImpact=genProbImp*deltat/

A (ResidTime*(1.dO-genProbImp*fracLength))
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else
Problmpact=0.dO 

end 11

—  probability ol deposition by sedimentation —
(Irom Pich,1972 + angle correction Irom Heyder&Gebhart,1977) 

il (k .ne. TracbeaGen) then
SettlVelaaux_SettlVel*(rhoDroplet-rhoCarrier)*Ccunn*RJ*Rj
SedimParaaux_SedimPar*SettlVel
il (SedimPar .It. l.dO) then
genProbSedima2.dO*(sqrt(1.dO-SedimPar**(2.dO/3.dO))

4 *(2,dO*SedimPar-SedimPar**(1.dO/3.dO))
4 +asin(SedimPar**(1.dO/3.dO)))/Pi

else
genProbSedim-1.dO f all particles within limiting trajectory

end if 
else
genProbSedim=0.dO I no deposition by sedimentation in the trachea

end 11
—  pseudo-Eulerian implementation —

ProbSedimagenProbSedim*deltat/
4 (ResidT ime*(1.dO-genProbSedim*lracLength))

—  probability ol deposition by dillusion —
DillParaaux_DiflPar*DilIBrown(ij)
il (DillPar .gt. B.d-2) then ! value at which the 2 functions cross

—  (Irom Ingham,1975, lor large DillPar) —  
genProbDiffusal.dO -.819d0*exp(-14.63dO*DifIPar)

4 -.097d0*exp(-89.22dO*DillPar)
4 -.0325d0*exp(-228.dO*DillPar)
4 -.0509d0*exp(-125.9dO*DillPar**(2.dO/3.dO))

else

—  (Irom Gormley 4 Kennedy,1949, lor small DilfPar) —
(Added by AR 2001/03/28) 

genProbDif1 us* 6.41dO*DillPar**(2.dO/3.dO)
4 - 4.8dO*DillPar
4 - 1.123d0*Dif1Par**(4.dO/3.dO)

end if

—  pseudo-Eulerian implementation —
ProbDiffussgenProbDillus*deltat/

4 (ResidTime*(1.dO-genProbDiffus*lracLength))

—  total deposition probability —
ProbTotal=l.dO - (l.dO-ProbImpact)*(l.dO-ProbSedlm) ! for independent depos. mechanisms 

4 *(1.dO-ProbDilfus)

—  limits lor deposition probability —
11 (ProbTotal .gt. l.dO) then
print *,"Warning: ProbTotal>l in generation ",k 
ProbTotal*l.dO 

else 11 (ProbTotal .It. O.dO) then
print *,"Warning: ProbTotaKO in generation ",k 
ProbTotal“0.dO 

end if

—  deposition rate coefficient —
DeposltProb(ijl)-ProbTotal/deltat

end do !...j 
end do !...1 

end do !... 1

return
end
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B.2 M odified deposprob.f

subroutine DeposProb(Breath,Compute,CountDistr.deltat,DepositProb,
A DiffBrown,FlowRate,FreePath,Generation,
ft GenStartIndx »hygro,jmin,Lunggen,LungHodel,
ft maxcell,maxclassl,maxclcl,maxclgl,maxdiml,
ft maxgenl,maxgradl,Mouth_Breath,MoutbGen,MS,N1,ft Nj,N1,numvarl,R,rhoeffSolu,TracheaGen,
ft TracbOrigDlm,U,V,x,xs,deltaxs)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

♦New variables
c cvResT = residence time in each control volume 
c V.ET = volume of CV in ideal mouth throat 
c L_ET = center line length of ideal mouth throat 
c Dm_ET = mean diameter of ideal mouth throat 
c Um.ET = mean velocity of ideal mouth throat 
c Rem.ET * flow Reynolds number in ideal ET

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

implicit none
include ’param.inc’ ! pointing and fixed parameters

♦—  global variables —
integer GeneratlonC*),GenStartIndx(*),jmin(*),
A Lunggen,maxcell,maxclassl,maxclcl,maxclgl,maxdiml,maxgenl,
ft maxgradl,MouthGen,Ni,Nj,N1,numvarl,TracheaGen
real*8 Breath(6).CountDistr(*),deltat,DepositProb(*), 
ft DiffBrownC*),FlowRate,FreePath(*),
ft LungModel(7,*),Mouth_Breath,MS(*),
ft R(*),rhoeffSolu,Trach0rigDim(2),U(*),
ft W(*),x(*),xs(*),deltaxs(*)
logical Compute(«),hygro 

*—  local variables —
integer i,lend,1J,ij1,istart,j,jstart,j1,k,1 
real*8 AerodynD,aux_cos38,aux.DiffPar,aux.ProbDmouth,
ft aux.ProbDnose,aux.ProblSmouth,aux.ProblSnose,aux.SedimPar,
ft aux.SettlVel,aux.Stokes,Cci,Cc2,Cc3,Ccunn,DBr.cgs,DiffPar,
ft DropVolume,ETLength,Flowcc,fracLength,GenDiameter,
ft GenLength,genProbDlffus,genProblmp,genProbSedlm,grav,
ft Inhalcc,InhalVol,Knudsen,Pi,ProbDiffus,ProbDmouth,
A ProbDnose,ProbET,Problmpact,ProblSmouth,ProblSnose,
ft Probmouth,Probnose,ProbSedim,ProbTotal,ResidTime,
ft rhoCarrier,rhoDroplet,rhoSolvt,Rj,ScalefactTr,
ft SedimPar,SettIVel,Stokes,Ui,viscos, cvResT,V_ET,L_ET,
ft Dm_ET,Um_ET,Re_m_ET,Stk_m_ET,aux_stk_m_ET

—  initializations —
Pi*dacos(-l.dO)
viscos=1.9d-5 ! air at 37oC
rhoCarrier=l.1387d0 ! air at 37oC
rhoSolvt*l,0d3 ! water
gravs9.81d0
ScalefactTr=LungModel(2,TracheaGen)/(Trach0rigDim(2)+small)
InhalVol=Breath(1)
Flowcc=abs(FlowRate)*l.d6 1 converts m3/s to cc/s and positive
Inhalcc*InhalVol*l.d6 ! converts m3 to cc
if (Compute(icount) .and. .not.hygro) then ! TODO: use a better conditional test!!!
Ccl=1.142d0 ! for solid particles
Cc2s0.558d0 ! (from Allen and Raabe 1985,
Cc3s*0.999d0 ! in Aerosol Measurement, Willeke ft Baron)

else
Ccls1.207d0 ! for oil droplets
Cc2=0.440d0 ! (from Rader 1989,
Cc3=0.596d0 ! in Aerosol Measurement, Willeke ft Baron)

end if

♦ —  auxiliary variables —
aux_ProbISmouth=(Flowcc*ScalefactTr**3.dO)**.6dO* 
ft (Inhalcc*ScalefactTr**2.dO+small)**(-.2dO)
aux_ProbDmouth=~9.dO*(Mouth_Breath*Flowcc*ScalefactTr+small)** 
ft (-1.dO/8,d0)
aux_ProbISnose=(l.dO-Mouth_Breath)*Flowcc*ScalefactTr**3.dO 
aux.ProbDnose*-18.dO*((l.dO-Mouth,Breath)*Flowcc*ScalefactTr 
ft +small)♦*(-1.dO/8.dO)
aux.SettlVel*grav/(4.5d0*viscos) 
aux.cos38*cos(38.25d0*Pi/180.dO)

*  calculate deposition probabilities in the mouthpiece
if (MouthGen .ne. 1) then 
GenLength*LungModel(l,1)
GenDiameter=LungModel(2,1) 
if (FlowRate .ne. O.dO) then
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ResidTime=GenLength/abs(U(GenStartIndx(l)))
else
ResidTime^deltat I TQDO: check!!!

end if
aux_SedimPar=3.dO*ResidTime/(4.dO*GenDiameter) 
istart*2
iend^GenStartIndx(MouthGen)-1 
do i=istart,iend ! loop on x (mouthpiece) 
fracLength®(x(i)-xs(i8tart-l)) / GenLength 
do ls2,Nl-l ! loop on MS
jstart=max(2,jmin(l)) 
do j=jstart,NJ-1 ! loop on R
jl«j+(l-l)*Nj 
ijl=i+(j-l)*Ni+(l-l)*Ni*Nj 
Rj=R(j)

if (Lunggen .ne. 1) then ! case of full lung-----------

DepositProb(ijl)=0.dO ! no deposition in normal mouthpiece

else !----  test-case of pure "mouthpiece” ---

* —  effective density of the solution —
DropVolume=4.dO*Pi*(Rj *Rj *Rj)/3.dO
rhoDroplet=(MS(l)+W(jl))/(DropVolume+small) ! equiv. grid discret.

* —  Cunningham slip correction —
Knudsen=FreePath(i)/RJ
Ccunn=l.dO+Knudsen*(Cc i+Cc2*exp(-Cc3/Knudsen))

* —  probability of deposition by sedimentation in the whole gen.(from Pich,1972) —
SettlVel=aux_SettlVel*(rhoDroplet-rhoCarrier)*

& Ccunn*Rj*Rj
SedimPar=aux_SedimPar*SettlVel 
if (SedimPar .It. l.dO) then 
ProbSedim=2.dO*(sqrt(1.dO-SedimPar**(2.dO/3.dO))* 

ft (2.dO*SedimPar-SedimPar**(1.dO/3.dO))
ft +asin(SedimPar**(i.dO/3.dO)))/Pi

else
ProbSedim=l.dO ! all particles within limiting trajectory

end if

* —  deposition rate coefficient —
Depos itProb(ijl)=0.OdO

end if 
end do 

end do 
end do 

end if

*— — - calculate deposition probabilities in the mouth/nose+pharynx+larynx
* (model from Rudolf et al.,1994 and ICRP, 1994, p. 243-253)
* —  all ET generations are treated together as one, because
* the deposition model does not distinguish among them —

if (FlowRate .ne. O.dO) then

* —  calculate residence time for all ET generations —
ETLength=0.dO 
ResidTime=0.dO 
do k=MouthGen,TracheaGen-1 
GenLength®LungModel(l,k)
ETLength-ETLength+GenLength
i=GenStartIndx(k) ! first cell is used to obtain
ResidTime=ResidTime+GenLength/abs(U(i)) ! the generational velocity 

end do !...k

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

c new ET funciton proposed by grgic et al 2004 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

V.ET = 76.8d-6 ! (m~3) provided my Grgic et al 2004 as average ET volume 
L_ET - 18.8d-2 ! (m) provided my Grgic et al 2004 as average ET length

Dm_ET = 2.0*(sqrt(V_ET/(pi*L_ET))) ! mean diameter 
Um.ET = abs(FlowRate)»L_ET/V_ET ! mean flow velocity

Re.m.ET * rhoCarrier*l&i_ET*Dm_ET/viscos 
aux.stkjn.ET » Um.ET/(18.0d0*viscos*Dm.ET)

* pen.mouth.throat * l.OdO 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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istart*GenStartIndx(MouthGen) 
iend*GenStartIndx(TracheaGen)-1
do i=istart,lend ! loop on x (extra-thoracic region)

c fracLength*(x(i)-xs(istart-l)) / ETLength
cvResT = deltaxs(i)/abs(U(i))

do 1=2,N1-1 ! loop on MS
Jstart=max(2,jmin(l)) 
do J=jstart,Nj-l ! loop on R

ij=i+(j-l)*Ni 
jl=j+(l-l)*Nj 
iJl“i+(j-l)*Ni+(l-l)*Ni*NJ 
Rj=R(j)
DBr_cgs=DiffBrown.d4 ! convert to cm2/s

* —  effective density and aerodynamic diameter —
DropVolume=4.dO*Pi*(Rj *R j *Rj)/3.dO
rhoDroplet=(MS(l)+W(jl))/(DropVolume+small) ! equiv. grid discret.
AerodynD=rhoDroplet*(2.dO*RJ*l.d6)/l.d3 ! in [microns] (1.d3=water dens.)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Stk_m_ET = aux_stk_m_ET*rhoDroplet*Rj*Rj

Probmouth=l.OdO - 1.OdO/(li.5d0*((Stk_m_ET)* 
t (Re_m_ET**0.37d0))**1.912+1.OdO)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* —  nose deposition —
Probnose-O.dO

* —  total deposition probability —
ProbET=Probmouth + (1.dO-Mouth_Breath)*Probnose

* —  deposition rate coefficient —
* because there is no time scale present in the above formula, deposition probability is same in same in all cv, so
* i decided to divide it by CV.residence time to get the rate

DepositProb(ij1)=ProbET*cvResT/ 
t  (cvResT*ResidTime)

end do !■■■J 
end do !... 1 

end do 1 ... i

else
* —  no models for breath hold deposition in ET region! —

end if

*-----  calculate deposition probabilities in the lung------------
1start^GenStartlndx(TracheaGen) 
iend=Ni-l
do i=istart,iend ! loop on x (TB and Alveolar regions)
k=Generat ion(i)
GenLengthsLungModel(1,k)
GenDiameter=LungModel(2,k)
Ui=U(i) ! NOTE: Ui is negative at exhalation!!
if (Ui .ne. O.dO) then
ResidTime=GenLength/abs(Ui) 

else
if (.false.) then !!!T0 DO ! case of breath hold
ResidTimesBreath(6)*60.d0/Breath(2) ! time of breath hold (Uis0)

else
ResidTime*!.dlO ! case of zero flow crossing (provisional)

end if 
end if
fracLengtha(x(l)-xs(GenStartIndx(k)-l)) / GenLength 

cvResT = deltaxs(i)/abs(U(i))

* —  auxiliary variables —
aux_Stokes«abs(Ui)/(4.5dO*vlscos*GenDiameter)
aux_SedimPars3.dO*cvResT*aux„cos38/(4.dO*GenDiameter) ! valid only in the lung 
aux_DiffPar=cvResT/(GenDiameter**2.dO)

do 1=2,N1-1 ! loop on MS
j start=max(2,jmin(l)) 
do j=jstart,Nj-l ! loop on R
ij=i+(j-l)*Ni 
jl*j+(l-l)*Nj 
ijl=i+(j-l)*Ni+(l-l)*Ni*Nj 
Rj=R(J)
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* —  effective density of the solution —
DropVolume=4.dO*Pi*(Rj*Rj *Rj)/3.dO
rhoDroplet=(MS(1)+W(j1))/(DropVolume+small) ! equiv. griddiscret.

* —  Cunningham slip correction —
Knudsen«FreePath(i)/Rj
Ccunn=l.dO+Knudsen*(Ccl+Cc2*exp(-Cc3/Knudsen))

* —  probability of deposition by inertial impaction —
* (from Chan&Lippmann,1980) 

if (Ui .ne. O.dO) then
Stokes-auxJ3tokes*rhoDroplet*Rj *Rj*Ccunn I (see Raabe,1982) 
genProbImp=l.606d0*Stokes+.0023d0 !generational probability

c because there is no time scale in the impaction fuction, the following factorization is dione 
c to estimate probability for the cv 
ProbImpact=genProbImp*cvResT/

ft (ResidTime)
else
Problmpact=0.dO 

end if

* —  probability of deposition by sedimentation —
* (from Pich,1972 + angle correction from HeyderftGebhart,1977) 

if (k .ne. TracheaGen) then
SettlVel=aux_SettlVel*(rhoDroplet-rhoCarrier)*Ccunn*Rj*Rj 
SedimPar=aux_SedimPar*SettlVel 
if (SedimPar .It. l.dO) then 
genProbSedim=2.dO*(sqrt(1.dO-SedimPar**(2.dO/3.dO)) 

ft *(2.dO*SedimPar-SedimPar**(1.dO/3.dO))
ft +asin(SedimPar**(1.dO/3.dO)))/Pi

else
genProbSedim=l.dO ! all particles within limiting trajectory

end if 
else
genProbSedim=0.d0 \ no deposition by sedimentation in the trachea

end if
* —  pseudo-Eulerian implementation —

ProbSedim-genProbSedim

* —  probability of deposition by diffusion —
DiffPar=aux_DiffPar*DiffBrown(ij)
if (DiffPar .gt. 5.d-2) then ! value at which the 2 functions cross

* —  (from Ingham,1975, for large DiffPar) —
genProbDiffus-1.dO -.819dO*exp(-14.63dO*DlffPar) 

ft -.097d0*exp(-89.22dO*DiffPar)
ft -.0325d0*exp(-228.dO*DiffPar)
ft -.0509d0*exp(-125.9dO*DiffPar**(2.dO/3.dO))

else

* —  (from Gormley ft Kennedy,1949, for small DiffPar) —
* (Added by AR 2001/03/28) 

genProbDiffus= 6.41dO*DiffPar**(2.dO/3.dO)
ft - 4.8dO*DiffPar
ft - 1.123dO*DiffPar**(4.dO/3.dO)

end if

* —  pseudo-Eulerian implementation —
ProbDiffussgenProbDiffus

* —  total deposition probability —
ProbTotal=l.dO - (l.dO-ProbImpact)*(l.dO-ProbSedim) I for independent depos. mechanisms 

ft *(1.dO-ProbDiffus)

* —  limits for deposition probability —
if (ProbTotal .gt. l.dO) then 
print *,"Warning: ProbTotalM in generation ",k 
ProbTotal=l.dO 

else if (ProbTotal .It. O.dO) then
print *,"Warning: ProbTotaKO in generation ",k 
ProbTotal=0.dO 

end if

* —  deposition rate coefficient —
c total deposition probability is devided by the cv residence time to obtain the deposition probability rate 

DepositProb(ijl)=ProbTotal/cvResT

end do !...j
end do !...1 

end do !...i

return
end
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A ppendix C

TECH Aero D ata Files

C .l Input file: input.dat

# INPUT DATA FILE FOR TECHAERO (don’t delete comment lines!)
# (next line is the Problem Title [max. 80 chars.])
all function are original except the Impaction of Darquenne et al
0.93 # program version
# ---  Discretization Parameters-----
t i f f  # logical flags for variables to compute (Count,T,Cinf,Tinf)
f # logical flag for hygroscopicity
100 20 # number of grid points in x and R directions
1.d-2 # time step [s]
16 # max. no. of iterations per time step
l.OdO # time between plot outputs [s]
l.OdO # time discretization factor (expl=0;Cr-Nic=0.5;impl=l)
0.0dO # convective discretization blending factor (UDS=0;CDS-1)
1.dO .8d0 l.dO l.dO # under-relaxation factors for Count,T,Cinf,Tinf 
l.d-4 # convergence tolerance
# ---  Ambient and Physiological Data ----
/home/mirahman/TechAero/philhaef.dat # path and file name for the lung model [max. 80 chars.]
O.dO O.dO # mouthpiece dimensions (length, equiv. diam.) [cm]
20. 50. # ambient temp [oC], ambient RH [*/.]
16.OdO # breaths/min
1 # number of breath cycles to compute
24.OdO # max. inhalation flow rate [1/min]
50.dO O.dO # 7. time inhaling, % time holding
1. # mouth breathing fraction
0. 2. 18. 1.70 # scaling of lung geometry (flag [scale-1],sex[fsl;ms2],age[yrs],height[m])
O f  # pediatric lung: age [mo. or 0=adult], flag for stand, ped. brthng. (overrides input data)
f f # log. flags for: reading breath input file, scaling input breath function # Aerosol Data---
NaCl # name of solute compound 1 [max. 12 chars.]
x # name of solute compound 2 [max. 12 chars.]
x # name of solute compound 3 [max. 12 chars.]
x # name of solute compound 4 [max. 12 chars.]
0. 0. 0. 0. # initial conc. for each compound(4) [mg/mlskg/m3] (use density if solid particle)
0. 0. 0. 0. # density of each compound(4) [kg/m3]
0. 0. 0. 0. # specific heat of each compound(4) [J/(kg K)]
0. 0. 0. 0. # solubility of each compound(4) [7.w/w]
0. 0. 0. 0. # mol. weight of each compound(4) [g/mol*kg/kmol] (set to 0 for non-ideal chem.)
0. 0. 0. 0. # van’t Hoff factor for each compound(4) (set to 0 for non-ideal chem.)
0.4d0 0.6d00 # lower and upper cuttoff diameters [microns]
f t t # logical flags for: initially lognormal, initially monodisperse, pure solvent(no solute)
f f # logical flags for time dependence of: particle production rate, size distrib. parameters
0.5d0 l.OldO # initial MMD or monodisperse diameter [microns], initial GSD
4.0d6 # max. particle production rate at inhalation [l/s]
20.dO # droplets’ temperature at inhalation [oC]
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C.2 Grid File: grid.out

X cell size
1 0.00000E+00 1.00000E-90
2 5.00000E-03 1.00000E-02
3 1.50000E-02 1.OOOOOE-02
4 2.50000E-02 1.OOOOOE-02
5 3.45909E-02 9.18182E-03
6 4.37727E-02 9.18182E-03
7 5.29545E-02 9.18182E-03
8 6.21364E-02 9.18182E-03
9 7.13182E-02 9.18182E-03
10 8.05000E-02 9.18182E-03
11 8.96818E-02 9.18182E-03
12 9.88636E-02 9.18182E-03
13 1.08045E-01 9.18182E-03
14 1.17227E-01 9.18182E-03
16 1.26409E-01 9.18182E-03
16 1.36000E-01 1.OOOOOE-02
17 1.46000E-01 1.OOOOOE-02
18 1.56000E-01 1.00000E-02
19 1.66000E-01 1.OOOOOE-02
20 1.76000E-01 1.00000E-02
21 1.86000E-01 1.OOOOOE-02
22 1.96000E-01 1.00000E-02
23 2.06000E-01 1.00000E-02
24 2.19897E-01 1.77943E-02
26 2.37691E-01 1.77943E-02
26 2.55486E-01 1.77943E-02
27 2.73280E-01 1.77943E-02
28 2.91074E-01 1.77943E-02
29 3.08869E-01 1.77943E-02
30 3.26663E-01 1.77943E-02
31 3.41583E-01 1.20467E-02
32 3.53630E-01 1.20467E-02
33 3.65677E-01 1.20467E-02
34 3.76964E-01 1.05272E-02
35 3.86981E-01 9.50705E-03
36 3.96027E-01 8.58575E-03
37 4.04526E-01 8.41228E-03
38 4.12520E-01 7.57559E-03
39 4.19719E-01 6.82212E-03
40 4.26539E-01 6.81729E-03
41 4.32893E-01 5.89142E-03
42 4.38384E-01 5.09130E-03
43 4.43080E-01 4.29914E-03
44 4.47093E-01 3.72805E-03
46 4.50574E-01 3.23281E-03
46 4.63792E-01 3.20453E-03
47 4.56887E-01 2.98499E-03
48 4.59770E-01 2.78048E-03
49 4.62602E-01 2.88304E-03
50 4.65422E-01 2.75820E-03
51 4.68121E-01 2.63877E-03
52 4.70752E-01 2.62323E-03
53 4.73304E-01 2.48076E-03
54 4.75717E-01 2.34602E-03
55 4.78053E-01 2.32670E-03
56 4.80303E-01 2.17330E-03
57 4.82405E-01 2.03001E-03
58 4.84422E-01 2.00485E-03
59 4.86348E-01 1.84579E-03
60 4.88120E-01 1.69936E-03
61 4.89802E-01 1.66419E-03
62 4.91388E-01 1.50848E-03
63 4.92826E-01 1.36733E-03
64 4.94171E-01 1.32109E-03
65 4.95424E-01 1.18535E-03
66 4.96548E-01 1.06356E-03
67 4.97592E-01 1.02407E-03
68 4.98564E-01 9.19794E-04
69 4.99437E-01 8.26138E-04
70 5.00271E-01 8.41272E-04
71 6.01054E-01 7.24607E-04
72 5.01728E-01 6.24121E-04
73 5.02296E-01 5.12580E-04
74 5.02774E-01 4.43570E-04
75 5.03188E-01 3.83860E-04
76 5.03578E-01 3.96526E-04
77 5.03957E-01 3.62409E-04
78 5.04304E-01 3.32065E-04
79 6.04632E-01 3.24405E-04
80 5.04946E-01 3.02856E-04
81 5.05239E-01 2.82739E-04

no. of points® 100
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82 5.05624E-01 2.88430E-04
83 5.05803E-01 2.69590E-04
84 S.06064E-01 2.51980E-04
85 5.06308E-01 2.36210E-04
86 5.06539E-01 2.26635E-04
87 5.06761E-01 2.17255E-04
88 5.06983E-01 2.26667E-04
89 5.07210E-01 2.26667E-04
90 5.07437E-01 2.26667E-04
91 5.07665E-01 2.29199E-04
92 S.07893E-01 2.26657E-04
93 5.08118E-01 2.24143E-04
94 5.08336E-01 2.12767E-04
95 S.08551E-01 2.16643E-04
96 5.08770E-01 2.20590E-04
97 5.09002E-01 2.43333E-04
98 5.09245E-01 2.43333E-04
99 5.09488E-01 2.43333E-04
100 5.09610E-01 1.OOOOOE-90

R bin width
1 1.45000E-06 1.OOOOOE-90
2 1.45625E-06 1.25000E-08
3 1.46875E-06 1.25000E-Q8
4 1.48125E-06 1.25000E-08
5 1.49375E-06 1.25000E-08
6 1.50625E-06 1.25000E-08
7 1.51875E-06 1.25000E-08
8 1.53125E-06 1.25000E-08
9 I.54375E-06 1.25000E-08
10 1.55000E-06 1.OOOOOE-90

MS grade width
1 0.00000E+00 1.OOOOOE-90
2 0.00000E+00 1.OOOOOE+OO
3 0.00000E+00 1.OOOOOE-90

no. of points8

no. of points-
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C.3 Local D eposition  : locdep.out

#gen. x[cm] specif.doa.[mg/cm] specif.solv.[mg/cm] - manual calculation test (pure inhalation, U=0.001 m/s)

1 5.00000E-01 0.00000E+00 O.OOOOOE+OO
1 1.50000E+00 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
1 2.50000E+00 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
2 3.45909E+00 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
2 4.37727E+00 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
2 5.29545E+00 0.00000E+00 O.OOOOOE+OO
2 6.21364E+00 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
2 7.13182E+00 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
2 8.05000E+00 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
2 8.96818E+00 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
2 9.88636E+00 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
2 1.08045E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
2 1.17227E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
2 1.26409E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
3 1.36000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
3 1.46000E+01 0.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
3 1.56000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
3 1.66000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
3 1.76000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
3 1.86000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
3 1.96000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
3 2.06000E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
4 2.19897E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 2.70912E-06
4 2.37691E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 8.03766E-06
4 2.55486E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.31047E-05
4 2.73280E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.79218E-05
4 2.91074E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 2.25002E-05
4 3.08869E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 2.68505E-05
4 3.26663E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 3.09833E-05
5 3.41583E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 3.39735E-06
5 3.53630E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.00749E-05
5 3.65677E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.64160E-Q5
6 3.76964E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 4.27565E-06
6 3.86981E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.26763E-05
6 3.96027E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 2.06489E-05
7 4.04526E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 5.38491E-06
7 4.12520E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.59642E-05
7 4.19719E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 2.60035E-05
8 4.26539E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 6.78627E-06
8 4.32893E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 2.01205E-05
8 4 .38384E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 3.27793E-05
9 4.43080E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 8.55468E-06
9 4.47093E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 2.53699E-05
9 4.50574E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 4.13453E-05
10 4.53792E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.07948E-05
10 4.B6887E+01 0.OOOOOE+OO 3.20222E-05
10 4.59770E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 5.22083E-05
11 4.62602E+01 0.OOOOOE+OO 1.36248E-05
11 4.66422E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 4.04213E-05
11 4.68121E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 6.59171E-05
12 4.70752E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.71352E-05
12 4.73304E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 5.08090E-05
12 4.75717E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 8.28054E-06
13 4.78053E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 2.14735E-05
13 4.80303E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 6.35737E-05
13 4.82405E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.03402E-04
14 4.84422E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 2.70002E-05
14 4.86348E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 7.96983E-05
14 4.88120E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.29155E-04
15 4.89802E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 3.41991E-05
15 4.91388E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.00586E-04
15 4.92826E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.62334E-04
16 4.94171E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 4.34243E-05
16 4.96424E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.27309E-04
16 4.96548E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 2.04736E-04
17 4.97692E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 5.47977E-05
17 4.98564E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.60555E-04
17 4.99437E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 2.68062E-04
18 5.00271E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 6.88480E-05
18 5.01054E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 2.02123E-04
18 5.01728E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 3.25698E-04
19 5.02296E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 2.27863E-04
19 5.02774E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 6.66505E-04
19 5.03188E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.07025E-03
20 5.03578E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 3.03856E-04
20 5.03957E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 8.89924E-04
20 5.04304E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.43444E-03
21 5.04632E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 4.39529E-04
21 5.04946E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.27832E-03
21 5.05239E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 2.04705E-03
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22 5.05524E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 6.48325E-04
22 5.05803E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.85162E-03
22 5.06064E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 2.91665E-03
23 5.06308E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 9.85645E-04
23 5.06S39E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 2.69848E-03
23 5.06761E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 4.06433E-03
24 5.06983E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.42722E-03
24 5.07210E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 3.45542E-03
24 6.07437E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 4.47705E-03
25 5.07665E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.32159E-03
25 5.07893E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 2.21929E-03
25 5.08118E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.87732E-03
26 5.08336E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 3.76934E-04
26 5.08551E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 3.15168E-04
26 5.08770E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.29242E-04
27 5.09002E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.32239E-05
27 5.09245E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 5.40358E-06
27 5.09488E+01 O.OOOOOE+OO 1.93146E-06
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C.4 G eneration D eposition  : gendep.out

#gen. dosage [mg] dosage ['/J solv.dose[mg] solv.dof

1 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000
2 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000
3 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000
4 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 2.17281E-04 2.075
6 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 3.60054E-06 0.344
6 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 3.42811E-05 0.327
7 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 3.43636E-05 0.328
8 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 3.31692E-05 0.317
9 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 2.65019E-06 0.253
10 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 2.75343E-05 0.263
11 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 3.24710E-05 0.310
12 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 3.65257E-05 0.349
13 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 3.98033E-05 0.380
14 0.00000E+00 0.000 4.20719E-05 0.402
16 0.00000E+00 0.000 4.30611E-05 0.411
16 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 4.26022E-06 0.407
17 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 4.16988E-05 0.398
18 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 4.07666E-06 0.389
19 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 8.23255E-05 0.786
20 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 9.19026E-05 0.878
21 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 1.10851E-04 1.059
22 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 1.42111E-04 1.357
23 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 1.72711E-04 1.649
24 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 2.12153E-04 2.026
25 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 1.22671E-04 1.171
26 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 1.76988E-05 0.169
27 O.OOOOOE+OO 0.000 5.00269E-07 0.005

manual calculation test (pure inhalation, U»0.001 m/s)
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C.5 Regional D eposition : regdep.out

TechAero
Truly Eulerian Code for simulation of Hygroscopic AEROsols. 

Version 0.93
Copyright 1999,2000 Aerosol Research Laboratory of Alberta, U. of A. 

Title of the run:
manual calculation test (pure inhalation, U=0.0 0 1 m/s)

Computation Parameters:
Computed: count_distr.
Number of grid points: 100 in X, 10 in R and 3 in MS.
Time step [s]: 6.209E-03
Time discret. factor: 1.00
Convection discret. factor: 0.00

Ambient and Physiological Data:
Lung geometry model: Phillips&al.+Haefeli-BleuerftWeibel/3.05 litres
Mouthpiece dimensions (L,D)[cm]: 3.000 2.000
Ambient temperature [oC]: 20.000
Ambient humidity [*/,] : 50.000
Lung corresponds to an adult at 50/, TLC.
Inhalation volume [1]: 0.748
Breaths per minute: 16.000
Number of breath cycles: 1
Inhal., breath hold, exhal. [%]: 50.00, 0.00, 50.00
Mouth breathing fraction [7,3 : 1.00

Aerosol Data:
Particles of pure: water
Total amount inhaled [ml]: 1.047E-02
Initially monodisperse aerosol.
Initial diameter [microns]: 3.000E+00

Regional dosages [mg 
(percentages of total 
Extra-thoracic:
Tracheo-bronchial:
Alveolar:
Total dosage:
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I Hi:
inhaled « 1.047E-02 mg) 
0.000E+00 | 0.00
7.281E-04 I 6.95
9.529E-04 I 9.10
1.681E-03 I 16.05
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